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ABSTRACT
Context: With the development of artificial intelligence, autonomous vehicles are
becoming more and more feasible and the safety of Automated Driving (AD) system should
be assured. This creates a need to analyze the feasibility of verification and validation
approaches when testing safety-critical system that contains machine learning (ML) elements.
There are many studies published in the context of verification and validation (V&V) research
area related to safety-critical components. However, there are still blind spots of research to
identify which test methods can be used to test components with deep learning elements for
AD system. Therefore, research should focus on researching the relation of test methods and
safety-critical components, also need to find more feasible V&V testing methods for AD
system with deep learning structure.
Objectives: The main objectives of this thesis is to understand the challenges and solution
proposals related to V&V of safety-critical systems that rely on machine learning and provide
recommendations for future V&V of AD based on deep learning, both for research and practice.
Methods: We performed a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) through a snowballing
method, based on the guidelines from Wohlin [1], to identify research on V&V methods
development for machine learning. A web-based survey was used to complement the result of
literature review and evaluate the V&V challenge and methods for machine learning system.
We identified 64 peer-reviewed papers and analysed the methods and challenges of V&V for
testing machine learning components. We conducted an industrial survey that was answered
by 63 subjects. We analyzed the survey results with the help of descriptive statistics and Chisquared tests.
Result: Through the SLR we identified two peaks for research on V&V of machine
learning. Early research focused on the aerospace field and in recent years the research has
been more active in other fields like automotive and robotics. 21 challenges during V&V
safety-critical systems have been described and 32 solution proposals are addressing the
challenges have been identified. To find the relationship between challenges and methods, a
classification has been done that seven different type of challenges and five different type of
solution proposals have been identified. The classification and mapping of challenges and
solution methods are included in the survey questionnaire. From the survey, it was observed
that some solution proposals which have attracted much research are not considered as
particularly promising by practitioners. On the other hand, some new solution methods like
simulated test cases are extremely promising to support V&V for safety-critical systems. Six
suggestions are provided to both researchers and practitioners.
Conclusion: To conclude the thesis, our study presented a classification of challenges and
solution methods for V&V of safety-critical ML-based systems. We also provide a mapping
for helping practitioners understand the different kinds of challenges the respective solution
methods address. Based on our findings, we provide suggestions to both researchers and
practitioners. Thus, through the analysis, we have given the most concern on types of
challenges and solution proposals for AD systems that use deep learning, which provides
certain help to design processes for V&V of safety-critical ML-based systems in the future.
Keywords: Safety-critical system, Machine learning,
Software testing
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1

INTRODUCTION

With the development of technology, the autonomous vehicles become more and
more feasible. For example, VisLab and Google teams showed promising developments
in this area [2] [3]. Automated Driving (AD) is an important feature of autonomous
vehicles. Since AD is a safety-critical feature, it needs to be tested and certified before
the vehicles can be sold in different countries. However, testing of AD is highly complex
since there are uncountable scenes in the realistic [4]. AD vehicles mainly use machine
learning as the algorithm and the deep learning is used as the main machine learning
algorithm [5].
Each change of scene criteria (e.g., fog, dusk, rain) will make up a new scene and
thus constitutes a potential test case. Different from the traditional software system, the
artificial intelligence is trained by data so it is hard to predict its response, which
increases the difficulty of testing. It is hard to conduct exhaustive AD testing. Automated
driving based on deep learning must be thoroughly tested to comply with safety
standards. However, the uncertainties and complexities of these non-deterministic AD
software systems are difficult to verify and there are few tools and methods available
[34][35]. Thus novel testing approaches need to be explored to fulfil requirements on
traffic safety and current testing approaches need to be revisited with the AD specifics
in mind.
Helle, Schamai and Strobel classified the challenge of validating autonomous with
three causes [4]:
 C1: Complex environment. The complex environment brings the changeable
input space and context, and both of them can be unclear during the design
period. This increase the difficulty of the traditional testing method.
 C2: Complex software. The autonomous software has a very complex logic and
this will increase the verification and validation difficulty. Deep learning
components might consist of complex networks defined by as many as
100,000,000s of parameters. Such structures can neither be reviewed as
traditional source code nor exhaustively tested. Also, the traceability of safety
requirements to the object recognition is lost in the network.
 C3: Non-deterministic behaviour. The autonomous system makes decisions
based on its learning algorithm, they may get different answers with the time
go by. The machine learning components increase the instability and
unpredictability of the system. As an emerging research topic, researchers do
not know how to best face the challenge. At the same time, the universality of
deep learning, i.e., its ability generalize to novel situations, is useful when
implementing vehicular perception, but a challenge during verification and
validation.
In our thesis, we aim at exploring the state-of-the-art in V&V for safety-critical
systems that rely on machine learning to guide the automotive industry in the transition
toward autonomous driving based on deep learning. Our research first defines the
challenge and solutions by a snowballing literature review, then we set up an industrial
questionnaire to survey how researchers confirm these challenges and solutions. Finally,
we provide research recommendations to automated driving based on deep learning.
The main objective of this thesis is to analyze the feasibility of identified verification
and validation approaches when testing safety-critical system with machine learning
components. In this thesis, we survey the state of the art and practice in testing safetycritical system that contains machine learning components. We conducted a systematic
literature review to survey the reported challenges and solution proposals in V&V of
safety-critical systems that rely on machine learning. To validate our work, we set up a
survey to assess the feasibility of suggested framework. We conduct a web-based
questionnaire as our data collection method. The practitioners are asked to answer
questions about usability and feasibly of the proposed challenge and solution. The
Questions of the questionnaire can be seen in Appendix 11.1 and Appendix 11.2. The
5

recommendations for future V&V of AD based on deep learning will be provided based
on the above research result.
This thesis is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related background
knowledge. Section 3 introduces the research aims and objectives. Section 4 describes
the research methodology we used in research. Section 5 details our research procedure.
Section 6 demonstrates the snowballing literature review process and result. Section 7
expound the result of the survey. Section 8 revisit and answer the research question.
Section 9 discusses the conclusion and future work.
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2
2.1

2.2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we introduce the basic knowledge of each concept. The related work
is also discussed at the end of the section.

Software Testing

Software testing ensures that software does the expected behaviour and avoid the
unexpected actions [7]. Software quality is an important attribute of software testing. If
a software reaches all desired requirements, then we can say that the software has a good
quality. Although nowadays we have improved much testing method to increase the
quality of testing, the software testing still cannot find all the defects.
Software verification and validation:
 Verification is the process of evaluating a system or component to determine
whether the products of a given development phase satisfy the conditions imposed
at the start of that phase [8].
 Validation is the process of evaluating a system or component during or at the end
of the development process to determine whether it satisfies specified requirements
[8].
Testing methods:
 Static testing: Test the software artefact without executing the software. The static
testing can be both manually and automated. The manual static testing can be
divided into reviews, walkthroughs and inspections [9]. In these formal and
informal methods we usually check the requirement, design, code, etc. The
automated static testing is used to check the coding standards, metric, etc.
 Dynamic testing: Test the software artefact while executing the software. In the
dynamic testing, we will compare the software behaviour with the expected result,
which is based on specification [10].
 Black-box testing: Black-box testing is also called specification-based testing. The
white-box testing is a type of dynamic testing. While testing, the structure of
software is not considered and the test case relies on requirements specification [11].
 White-box testing: White-box testing is also called structural testing. The difference
from black-box testing, the white-box testing select test case based on the software
structure [11].
Testing levels:
 Unit testing: Unit testing is used to test a certain function of a piece of code. The
unit testing is usually by the developer to verify the requirements in development.
 Integration testing: Integration testing can be seen as a combination testing of
multiple components. The testing can check the interaction of each component.
 System testing: System testing is to test a completed system if it fulfils the defined
requirements [12].

Automated driving

Automated driving (AD) technology is a complex technology which combines the
automated decision making, automated vehicle driving system, etc. [13]. The AD
provides a chance to reduce or even fully remove human drivers’ driving burden and
can increase the road safety.
The ad can be hard to achieve in the past time because of the unmatured software
and hardware. However, now with the development of cyber technology, the AD
vehicles are more likely to come true. Several groups have put forward their projects:
Vislab stat their autonomous vehicle project since 1998[14]. Google produce a selfdriving car and pass the test [15]. Tesla also tries the on-road experiment at 2015 [16].
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AD level concept is used to identify the automated level of the vehicle. The AD
level can be divided into several types [17].
 Level 0 No automation: the human driver holder the system all the time
 Level 1 Driver assistance: a driver assistance system provides either steering or
acceleration/deceleration using information or human driver do the remaining work.
 Level 2 Partial automation: Multiple driver assistance systems provide both
steering and acceleration/deceleration using information and the human driver do
the remaining work.
 Level 3 Conditional automation: The automated driving system is responsible for
driving the car and the human driver can intervene the operations.
 Level 4 High automation: The automated driving system is responsible for driving
the car and human driver do not need to intervene the operations.
 Level 5 Full automation: The automated driving system act as a human driver and
do the all driving task.
Automated
driving
level
0
1
2
3
4
5

Table 1 The level of automated driving
Name

Type

No automation
Driver Assistance
Partial Automation
Conditional Automation
High Automation
Full Automation

Human driver monitors the driving
environment
Automated driving system monitors
the driving environment

Safety of AD remains the main concern since the system is not fully controlled by
the human dive. Some promising advances are already in place. The report from
American national highway traffic safety administration shows that Tesla motors behave
less crash after the installation of AD component [18]. Tesla also announces that their
vehicle which with autopilot system have a lower fatality rate than average American
rate [20].

2.3

Machine learning

Machine learning is an important subject in the field of artificial intelligence [19].
Since the 1980s, machine learning has great success in algorithm, theory and application
aspect.
Machine learning through prior learning experiences, automatic analysis data
acquisition rule, reorganize the existing knowledge, structure, and constantly to the selfperformance to let the computer make the correct response in the case of no clear
beforehand programmed. Machine learning is a research of how to make computer
simulation and realization as human activity, how to identify and use existing knowledge
to acquire new skills, which is the core of artificial intelligence. The application of
machine learning is very extensive, which across all areas of artificial intelligence, for
example: computer vision, data mining, biometric recognition, natural language
processing, securities market analysis, voice and handwriting recognition, search engines,
DNA sequencing, medical diagnosis, strategy game, etc [19]. Machine learning working
process as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Machine learning workflow
According to the experience of how to deal with data or environment, machine
learning can be divided into the following three learning types:
1. Supervised learning

Input data is called the training data, the function model including the algebraic
function, a probability function or artificial neural network. It uses the iterative
calculation method, and learning outcomes is also the function. It will forecast result
according to the training data model, "wrong data" will be training until getting the
correct results which can reach a certain standard. Supervision learning is often used
to solve the problem of classification and regression problems, the typical method has
BP(Back Propagation), SVM (support vector machine), KNN(K-Nearest Neighbor)
and CBR(Context-based Recommendation) [20].
2. Unsupervised learning
Input data without the tag information, and has an uncertainty result, it uses
clustering method, summarized the structure of data and numerical, the learning
outcome is category. The typical unsupervised learning has clustering, discovery, and
competitive learning, typical algorithm has Apriori algorithm [21] and Self
Organization Map [22].
3. Reinforcement learning
Reinforcement learning is also known as enhance learning, it will feedback the
information environment as input data, and it is a kind of learning method based on
statistical learning method and dynamic programming technology. Reinforcement
learning applicable to solve the problem of robot control, typical algorithms has Qlearning, and the temporal difference learning algorithm [23].
Most early machine learning is shallow study, the typical algorithm has BP
algorithm, SMV, Boosting, maximum entropy method (such as logistic regression,
LR), etc. The structure of the model can be regarded as with a layer of hidden layer
9

nodes (such as SVM, Boosting), or no hidden layer nodes (LR). These models both in
theoretical analysis and application has a great success. In contrast, due to the
difficulty of the theoretical analysis, and training methods need a lot of experience
and skills, period multilayer artificial neural network are relatively quiet.

2.4

2.5

Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial Neural Networks is an important algorithm for machine learning in the
early, it after decades of ups and downs. The principle of neural network is inspired by
our physical structures of the brain - neurons linked to cross each other [24]. However,
different from neurons in the brain can connect any neurons within a certain distance,
artificial neural networks have discrete layers, the direction of the connection and data
transmission.
For example, we can cut an image into image blocks, and input them to the first layer
of the neural network. In the first layer, each neuron passes data to the second floor. The
second layer of neurons also does the similar work, the data is passed to the third layer,
and so on. Until the data reach the last layer it will generate the results. Each neuron will
distribution weights for its input, the weight is correct or not directly related to its mission.
The final output determined by the sum of weighted.
Actually, in early artificial intelligence, neural network already exists, but there is
almost no contribution to "intelligence". The main problem is that even the most basic of
neural networks, it also needs many operations. The requirement of operation for neural
network algorithm is hard to satisfy, and until the GPU is widely used this problem just
begin to resolve gradually.
Until 2006, Geoffrey Hinton publishes an article in "Science" [25], the neural
network has become the mainstream powerful learning technology in machine learning.
Geoffrey Hinton demonstrates the multi hidden layer of neural network has the
characteristics of excellent ability to learn, and the characteristic from learning has more
nature characterization of data, which is benefit for visualization or classification. Also,
the difficulty of depth neural network in training can be effectively overcome by "layerwise pre-training" [26].
Different from the traditional way of training, layer-wise pre-training has a pretraining process, its role is to get the weights of neural network to find a close value of
the optimal solution, and then through using "fine-tuning" technology, which uses
BP(back propagation algorithm) or other algorithms as a means of tuning, to optimize the
whole network training. The use of this two technology greatly enhance the performance
of the model, and to reduce the multilayer neural network training time. He gives the
multilayer neural network learning method a new word-"deep learning".

Deep learning

Deep learning is a class of machine learning algorithms which learn multiple levels
of representation and abstractions that help to identify data [27]. In 1989, LeCun
developed a deep learning neural network but failed to be practical because of the low
efficiency [28]. Nowadays, the deep learning gets much attention with the development
of modern hardware and software. The high-speed processor brings the strong
computing power and decreases the execute time of deep learning [29][30].
Approach:
 Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN): CNN is a special class of neural network
and provides a special network structure which consists of convolution and pooling
layers [31]. In recent years, CNN has been used widely in image recognition [32],
video analysis [33], natural language processing [34], drug discovery [35] and
playing Go [36].
10




2.6

Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL): DRL is a combination of reinforcement
learning and deep neural networks. DRL is successful in providing strategies in
much areas [37] [38].
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs): GANs is an algorithm in unsupervised
machine learning. It can be used to improve astronomical images [39].

Software testing for safety-critical systems based on
machine learning

Several organizations have faced the challenges associated with testing safetycritical components based on machine learning and the feasibility of the current testing
methods.
NASA firstly start the studies to verify and validate their adaptive aerospace
applications and flight control system [40]. Gupta et al. developed a tool which can help
to deploy aerospace systems in safety-critical applications [41]. Jacklin et al. conclude
the verification and validation challenges of autonomous control software development
[42]. Gupta and Schumann develop an analysis tool which helps to establish reliability
to the adaptive safety-critical system [43], the tool can also increase the testability of
adaptive systems.
These are also many similar field studies, like the verification and validation of
autonomous robot and unmanned aerial vehicle. Alexander et al. discuss the autonomous
robots testing coverage [44]. Zou et al. talk about the challenges and solutions of UAC
collision avoidance validation [45]. Arnold et al. use the procedural content generation
method to test the autonomous robot control software [46].
Some studies mention about the verification and validation of autonomous systems.
A report from air force research laboratory analysis the current and enduring challenge
in testing autonomous systems [47]. Brat and Jonsson conclude the facing challenge in
autonomous system verification and provide a strategy to verify autonomous systems
[48]. Taylor provides a different method to verify different neural network systems [49].
Some studies record the testing of automated driving. Broggi et al. do extensive tests
of autonomous driving and gain many practical data [6]. Carvalho et al. focus on the
uncertainty of automated driving [50]. Ramos et al. present a detection framework for
deep learning self-driving cars [51]. Sivaraman et al. do a cost-sensitive analysis to the
popular active learning, which is design for on-road vehicle detection [52]. Mozaffari et
al. use online sequential extreme learning machine with a hyper-level fault tolerancebased supervisor to develop safety-oriented autonomous cruise control [53]. In the latest
research, Burton et al. classified the challenges to ensure the safety of highly automated
driving [54]. Knauss et al. collected the challenges of testing automated vehicles by
interview [55].
Automated driving based on deep learning needs be systematically tested to comply
with safety standards. However, the complexities of these non-deterministic software
systems are difficult to verify and there are few tools and methods available [34][35].
Deep learning components might consist of complex networks defined by more than
100,000,000 parameters. Such structures can neither be reviewed as traditional source
code nor exhaustively tested. Also, the traceability of safety requirements to the object
recognition is lost in the network. The machine learning components add to the
uncertainty of the system. As an emerging research topic, researchers do not know how
to best face the challenge. At the same time, the generalizability of deep learning, i.e.,
its ability generalize to novel situations, is useful when implementing vehicular
perception, but a major challenge during verification and validation. Therefore, research
is needed to find solutions for testing of safety-critical software systems that rely on
deep learning. Our research first defines the challenge and solutions by a snowballing
literature review, then we set up an industrial questionnaire to survey how researchers
confirm these challenges and solutions. Finally, we provide recommendations for future
research on software testing for automated driving based on deep learning.
11

3
3.1

3.2

RESEARCH DESIGN

In this section, we formulate our research aims and objectives. The research
questions are used to answer the targeted objectives.

Aims and objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to explore state-of-the-art in V&V for safetycritical systems that rely on machine learning to guide the automotive industry in the
transition toward autonomous driving based on deep learning. We divide this objective
into three sub-objectives:
 O1: Understand the challenges related to V&V of safety-critical systems that rely
on machine learning.
 O2: Learn which solution proposals to V&V that have been proposed to tackle the
challenges in O1.
 O3: Provide recommendations for future V&V of AD based on deep learning, both
for research and practice.

Research questions

To achieve the above objects, we defined the following research questions:
RQ1: What challenges and solution proposals have been highlighted in research on
V&V of safety-critical systems that rely on machine learning?
The challenges and solution proposals are identified through snowballing literature
review. The O1 and O2 are addressed in this research question. RQ1 act as a base of our
research and help to realize the current challenge and solution of the testing safetycritical system rely on machine learning.
Expected answer example: We identify ten challenges and 20 solutions in total, and
they can be classified into four challenge types and five solution types. Challenge type
CT1 is mentioned most and CT2 is reported less. Literature record solution type ST1
most, and the ST2 is mentioned less.
RQ2: To what extent does industry confirm the challenges and solution proposals
identified in RQ1?
We use the survey to do the industry confirmation. We set up a web-based
questionnaire and invite respondents who have experienced in the software industry.
The result of RQ2 can be seen as a start set of RQ3 and provide the recommendation.
The O3 is addressed in this research question.
Expected answer example: Industrial respondents believe challenge type CT1 is the
most important and CT2 is not so important. They believe solution type ST1 is the most
promising solutions and ST2 is not promising.
RQ3: How should research and practice proceed in the area of V&V of AD based
on deep learning?
In this research question, we classify the results of RQ2 and do the analysis. Based
on the industry confirmation, we get extra ideas about solutions and challenges which
are not identified in the literature review. The O3 is addressed in this research question.
Expected answer example: According to the SLR and survey result, industry should
pay more attention to challenge type CT1, and solution type ST1 is the best solution to
solve CT1. Research about CT2 is still not sufficient and should pay more source to
search it. Challenge CT3 is not so important, we should pay less attention to it.
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4
4.1

METHODOLOGY

In this section, we introduce the research methodology we used in this research. The
validity threats of snowballing literature review are also discussed.

Snowballing literature review

The systematic review is a literature review method that analyzes and conclude
studies which are related to research objects. Snowballing literature review is a common
search type of systematic literature review in software engineering. Wohlin suggests
using Google Scholar to search literature as start set and execute later iterations based
on the reference and cited of start set or previous iteration literature [1].
We select snowballing literature review as our research methodology because there
is lack of studies that aggregate and summarize researches in this particular area.
Moreover, SLR is a good methodology which aggregates and summarize researches in
a specific area.

4.1.1

Why don’t use the database search literature review?

4.1.2

Snowballing as the search method

4.2

Web-based survey

The guideline of database search suggests using the search string as the main driver
for the database search [56]. However, it is hard to define a perfect search string since
many criteria will affect the search result. It also can’t define the priority of each string.
Hence, we cannot find many studies which help us to define a perfect research string. In
database search, we identify a certain number of papers as the start set and then exclude
papers which do not fulfil our standards. If we miss some critical papers, we will have no
method to fix them. However, we can find more and more relative studies in snowballing
according to the reference and citations. The snowballing start set has the same efficiency
with the database research, but the database search fails to provide richer analysis
compared to snowballing [57].
In this study, we use the database search to identify the start set of snowballing
literature review.

When we are doing a literature review, the first we need to do is finding relative
papers, so the efficiency of the find will be critical in the whole process. Badampudi’s
research finds that snowballing identified more papers than database research [57].
Samireh’s study shows that snowballing may be more efficient than database search when
the string contains general terms [58].
In snowballing guideline, Wohlin et al. conclude the advantage of snowballing that
it start from relevant papers and then go further based on them [1]. The reference and
citation list can be very relative and easily to identify. This will both improve the
efficiency of iterations and reduce the consumption of the search.

The web-based survey is cost-effective ways to collect large amounts of useful
information without paying for paper supplies and postage. The practitioners can receive
and answer the questionnaire at home or their office once they have a computer. Also
web-based survey has faster respondent than the traditional way of survey, the answer
can be collected in a few days. It also gives participants enough time to fill in the
questionnaire, open input questions and giving advice.

4.2.1

Why don’t considering other research methods

After finishing SLR, conducting empirical research to complement and further study
of results is necessary. Except for survey, some other alternative research methods such
as case studies and experiments can also be used to do the empirical research. Because
it is difficult to perform large scale experiments, it is not suitable for our research. For
another alternative research method, case studies are used to explore the research in
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depth and detail in certain conditions. While execution and analysis every method to
validate the deep learning system is difficult to conduct, it also has some problems to
find some challenge of V&V method by using case study. So this is why we do not
choose case study as our research method.

4.2.2

Survey as the research method

4.3

Data Analysis

Hence, we finally decide using web-based survey as our research method, it is more
useful to testing the V&V method which is better for automotive driving systems,
collecting the challenges during testing machine learning systems. The survey answer
was collected from the practitioners who work in different countries or organizations.
According to the results of literature review, we planned and designer our survey
questionnaire. The most important reason to choose questionnaire as our data collection
method is that this is the easily and quickly way to collected large number of data from
various participants and locations. We contacted lots of practitioners who have different
organizations or positions to take part in this survey. By using online community and
email to distribute questionnaires, we got much response. After finish the survey, data
analysis will be used to discover the contrasts and similarities between the literature and
survey.

Data analysis is a process of data classification, analysis and presenting using
analytical and logical method. The data type can be quantitative and qualitative based
on the difference between data collection methods and data sampling methods.
Qualitative data can be the data which is not quantitative and provide a set of
assumptions, principles and values of truth and reality [59]. Quantitative data involve
numerical values and always appear in the small and large scale survey [60]. In our
thesis, the data come from our snowballing literature review and web-based survey. The
data will be analyzed by the below analysis methods.

4.3.1

Narrative analysis

Narrative analysis use texts as the resource to research people’s meaning [61].
Narrative analysis can be used to analyze qualitative data and quantitative data [62] and
accepts the story knowledge [63]. The process of narrative analysis is defining research
questions, raw input data, organize data and interpret data. All the identified challenge
and methods are described in text and there is open-ended question in our questionnaire,
so we use narrative analysis in both snowballing literature review and web-based survey.
Moreover, the target research questions are RQ1, RQ2 and RQ3. We adapt Douglas
Ezzy’s approach as our guideline [64]. Figure 2 is the brief description of Douglas
Ezzy’s narrative analysis approach.
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Figure 2 Douglas Ezzy’s narrative analysis approach

4.3.2

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis is a mathematic method which analysis and present the collected
data [65]. It deals with all aspect of data in the design of surveys and experiments [66].
In this study, we selected Likert scale and Chi-square test to analysis the data from the
survey.

4.3.2.1

Likert scale
Likert scale is one of the most popular used scales in the questionnaire. It divided
agreed degree into several points. The most widely used is 5 point scale (Strong disagree,
Disagree, Neutral, Agree and Strongly agree) [67]. In this study, we adopt the classical
5 point scale and do some modifications to it. We name our point scale into 6 points:
“Not at all”, “Slightly”, “Somewhat”, “Moderately”, “Extremely” and “I do not know”.
The option “I do not know” is set for those respondents those who do not familiar with
related domain or hard to express their thoughts on the questions.

4.3.2.2

Chi-squared test
Chi-squared test is a statistical hypothesis testing which widely used in the survey
analysis. In application, researchers will divide the value into several exclusive
categories and then use alternate hypothesis or null hypothesis to try to explain the
probability distribution of value [67]. Adapting null hypothesis (𝐻0 ) represent that the
difference of observed data and theory data is caused by the random error. Alternate
hypothesis (𝐻𝑎 ) means that there is a difference between observed data and theory data.
The value of chi-square static 𝑥 2 = ∑

(𝑓0 −𝑓𝑒 )2
𝑓𝑒

.

𝑓0= Frequency observed, 𝑓1= Frequency expected [67].
If 𝑥 2 ≥ critical chi-square, we should reject the null hypothesis, this means that the
difference of expected frequency and theoretical frequency is obvious. If 𝑥 2 < critical
chi-square, the difference of expected frequency and theoretical frequency is not obvious
and we can accept the null hypothesis.
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The critical chi-square value can be found based on the confidence level and
freedom degree. The freedom degree can be calculated by: 𝑑𝑓 = (𝑐 − 1)(𝑟 − 1)
c= number of categories of the independent variable
r=number of categories of the dependent variable
There are also limitations in this method. If some expected frequency is too low, the
frequency distributes will not be similar with chi-square. When𝑑𝑓 > 1, the category
which expected frequency less than 5 shouldn’t more than the 20% of total category.
4.3.2.3

Cramer’s V and PHI (𝜙)
Cramer’s V is a method which reflects the related strength between variables [68].
The range of Cramer's V is 0 to 1. The Cramer’s V can be calculated by the below
formulae [69]:
𝑥2
V=√
𝑛(𝑀 − 1)

In this formulae,
x 2 =Chi-square, n=sample size, M= minimum number of rows or columns
PHI (𝜙) is a special case which is the association measure based on chi-square
distribution when variables only contain two categories. PHI (𝜙) can be calculated by
the below formulae [69]:
𝑥2
ϕ=√
𝑛
In this formulae,
x 2 =Chi-square, n=sample size
Table 2 The association measures of Cramer’s V and PHI (𝜙) present the association
measures of Cramer’s V and PHI (𝜙) [69].

Table 2 The association measures of Cramer’s V and PHI (𝜙)
Measure
0-0.1
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8
0.8-1

4.4

Interpretation
Negligible association
Weak association
Moderate association
Relative strong association
Strong association
Very strong association

Snowballing literature review validity threats

In this part, we will discuss the possible validity threats which may influence our
literature review result. We will use Cook and Campbell’s [70] research as the checklist.

4.4.1

Conclusion validity

Threats to the conclusion validity are those threats that influence the outcome of the
result. One possible threat is the reliability of treatment implementation. There is a risk
that the treatment may be different if different researchers participate in the project [71].
There are two participants in this research so that the risk may occur. To deal with this
threats, we firstly do the sufficient interactions before next treatment. When we are
doing the treatment, we keep in touch and discuss the divergence. After we finished one
process, we will sit together and discuss the result. Once there is any divergence, we will
argue for that and get the consensus.
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4.4.2

Internal validity

4.4.3

Construct validity

4.4.4

External validity

Since this research is mainly exploratory, internal validity threats have limited
influence here. One threat to internal validity is history. These threats refer that the
experiment result may be modified as time goes by [71]. Since our snowballing literature
review has many iterations, the newly published paper may be enrolled one by one, and
this may affect the quality and efficiency of our research. To avoid this, we limit the
publication date in the literature review. So that we can exclude the newly published
papers when we are in the iterations.
Another threat is the instrumentation. This threat refers that the badly designed
document style may affect the experiment negatively [71]. In our literature review, we
collect much paper information and prepare for the data analysis. We need a good data
collect form for our review. The thesis supervisor provided his templates for us and we
adopt them as our form. We do continuous improvement to these templates and make it
suitable for our project.

Construct validity threat concern more about the research result behind the research.
In our study, the hypothesis guessing can be a threat to construct validity. The hypothesis
guessing may bring subjective view and influence the experiment result. We assume that
machine learning plays more important role in the safety-critical domain. We may find
more positive literature and less negative literature to purpose our respect. To overcome
this threat, we define the inclusion and exclusion condition. We enrol all related paper
first and then analysis them fairly. Another threat is experimenter expectancies. The
questionnaire result can easily be influenced by participants’ expectations. To reduce
this, we plan a questionnaire and invite those experienced software engineers to
participate in our research. We will invite engineers all over the world and listen to their
response, and decrease the experimenter expectancies.
The main threats to external validity in this work are: 1) missing relevant papers
during the snowballing literature search and 2) low response rate for the survey that
result in a non-representative sample. We made efforts to minimize missing relevant
papers by involving both industrial and academic advisors into the screening of
potentially relevant papers that the two authors of this report were unsure about. We
have also made an attempt to reach as large population sample as possible and therefore
minimize the risk of low representativeness. Still, the reader should keep in mind the
exploratory nature of this work when attempting to generalize our results.
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5
5.1

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY PROCEDURE

In this section, we describe how we plan and execute our snowballing literature
review and questionnaire in details.

Snowballing literature review procedure

There are two processes in snowballing literature review: (1) identify tentative start
set paper (2) Backward and forward snowballing iterations

5.1.1

Identify tentative start set paper
Important principle defined by Wohlin [1]:
1) To ensure that the start papers have enough diversity, so they should come from
different communities, different publishers, different authors and years.
2) The size of start set paper should be adjusted according to the research area. The
research which has a smaller area requires less paper than those broad research.
3) If many papers came from search results, then select the papers which have high
citations and most relevant references to be the start set papers.
4) To avoid the risk of missing the relevant papers, the paper should be conduct from
the research question keywords and their synonyms words.
Here are steps we used to conduct start set paper:

Step 1: Define search string:
We based on the major keywords from research questions to formulate the search
string. Alternatives and synonyms used as additional terms to keywords. We also used Boolean
operator AND and OR to intersect the search results. Table 3 lists the keywords which used in
search string.
Keywords
A1:software
A2:testing

A3:automated
driving

A4:deep
learning

Table 3 Keywords for search string

Synonyms or related words used in search string
“software”
“testing” OR “verification” OR “validation” OR
“examination” OR “trial” OR “measurement” OR “test”
OR “analysis” OR “assessment” OR “evaluation” OR
“experiment” OR “testament”
“automated driving” OR “automatic driving” OR
“computerized driving” OR “autonomous driving” OR
“autonomous system” OR “vehicle driving” OR “car
driving” OR “vehicle” OR “car” OR “driving” OR
“vehicle automated driving” OR “AD” OR “automated
support driving” OR “self-driving”
“deep learning” OR “machine learning” OR “neural
network” OR “artificial neural network” OR “ANN” OR
“deep neural network” OR “recurrent neural networks” OR
“long short-term memory ” OR “LSTMs” OR “neural
machine” OR “Restricted Boltzmann Machine” or “Back
Propagation” OR “Feature Learning” “artificial neuron”

We used following search strings to find the start set papers.
Search string:
(A1) AND (A2) AND (A3) AND (A4)
To ensure the start set of papers can cover most of the domain which was useful for
our thesis, we framed the keywords and their synonyms as shown in above (SS1, SS2
and SS3). In the search string, the AND operator is used to combine different keywords,
the OR operator is used to distinguish synonyms and subdivide keywords.
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Step2: Set inclusion and exclusion criteria:
Through the search string, we get many papers, but most of them are not related to
our research domain. To pick out the related papers which matched our thesis
requirements, we applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria for selecting papers. The
inclusion and exclusion criteria we formulate as shown in below:
Inclusion criteria:
IC1: The articles should write in English only.
IC2: The articles should publish before 2.28.2017.
IC3: The articles should be available in full text.
IC4: The articles should be peer-reviewed.
IC5: The articles should mainly focus on software testing and the test object should
be related with automated driving domain or some others used machine learning or
deep learning.
IC6: The articles provide some software testing models or methods for their research,
e.g. some test models which design most focus on deep learning characteristics.
Exclusion Criteria:
EC1: The articles that focus on other domain of software testing rather than
automated or machine learning.
EC2: The articles that related with automated or machine learning but don’t have
any software testing research.
EC3: The articles that don’t reflect any research type.
EC4: The articles that don’t have clear outcomes.
EC5: The articles which are duplicate.

Figure 3 Start set paper procedure
The procedure of extracting start set papers is shown in Figure 3. The search string
resulted in 92374 papers. To ensure the timeliness and completeness of the papers, we
add the limiting condition which papers should have full text and write all in English
and published before 2.28.2017, through IC1, IC2, IC3, IC4, 24349 papers were pooped
up. Then to ensure the papers are relevant to our thesis, we use EC1 and EC2 and 1130
papers were screened. Title and abstract screening resulted in 305 papers. After we
verified research domain and outcomes by IC5, IC6, EC3, EC4, EC5, 97 results were
selected. Based on introduction and conclusion, we finally select 40 papers from above
97 papers, after we study full and supervisor give us reviewed, 14 papers were finally
selected for start set.

Step3: Set papers:

During paper selection, we also consider the number of citations and references of
each paper. The papers that have relevant references and citations received priority. The
primary reason is that snowballing procedure focus on finding the useful references and
citations. To guarantee the diversity of the selected paper, we will also fast read the title
and abstract of each paper to provide more coverage field of relevant papers for
snowballing procedure. Finally, we will compare the references and citations of selected
articles, in case that some papers are highly similarity. After this step, we finally selected
14 papers for the start set, all these papers were reviewed by supervisors.
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5.1.2

Forward and backward snowballing in iterations

After we got the result of set papers, we start the snowballing procedure which based
on the rule that Wohlin et al. mentioned in [1], and the backward and forward
snowballing was shown in Figure 4. For the snowballing process, the most critical task
is conducting forward and backward iterations. We performed five iterations for both
forward and backward snowballing. Forward snowballing is conducted by looking into
the citations of the selected papers and select the relevant papers from the citations from
Google Scholar. Backward snowballing is conducted by looking through the reference
of the selected papers and select the relevant papers from the reference. Both selected
papers from forward snowballing and backwards snowballing should apply inclusion
and exclusion criteria. The iterations will finish until no new papers can be found which
relevant to our thesis, all the selected papers for each iteration will be the start set papers
for the next iteration, and all the selected papers will be reviewed by supervisors.

Figure 4 Snowballing procedure

5.2

Data extraction and synthesis
To extract the data from papers, we listed consideration properties as listed in
Table 4. These properties chosen by our research questions to ensure that extracted
data can answer our research questions. Also, to make sure of each paper is reliability
and has a certain prioritize among them, we performed relevance and rigour for all
papers. The narrative analysis of the papers based on Popay et al. [72] who’s the
guideline mentioned the approach.
Category

Table 4 Strategy of Data Extraction
Data Properties

Mapping to Research
Questions
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Information
Study types
Research methods
Study aims

5.2.1

Title, Abstract, Public year,
Author, Conclusions
Proposal study, Opinion study,
Validation
study,
Personal
experience study, Evaluation study
Mapping study, Literature review,
Survey, Experimentation, Unclear.
Does the study provide any
challenge during V&V machine
learning
or
critical-safety
component?
Does the study specify any V&V
method that using to solving the
challenge met on machine learning
or critical-safety component?
Does the study provide any
experimental on using V&V
method to solve problems during
testing machine learning or criticalsafety component?

RQ1, RQ2, RQ3
RQ1, RQ2
RQ1, RQ2
RQ1, RQ3

RQ2, RQ3

RQ3

Data extraction process

We conduct a process to extract the data, which mainly contain four steps. Figure 5
explains the process.

Figure 5 Data extraction process

Identify relevant literature: we identified the relevant literature by snowballing
literature review. In this step, we filtered the literature based on our aim.
Narrative analysis: In this step, we read the paper and extract the content. The
content is concluded initially. One author is responsible for doing the analysis.
Validate: Another author is responsible for validating the former’s work. The work
is reviewed carefully. Once one issue passed the validity check, it entered the summary
step. If one issue failed to pass the validity check, we do the narrative analysis to the
paper again until it passes the check. The validated criteria are listed in Table 5.
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Summary: That issue which passed the validity check entered this step. In this step,
the issue is summarized to suit for the report.
Data type
Environment

Table 5 Data extraction validated criteria

Typical questions
What’s
the
environment/condition
challenge/solution?
Challenge/solution
What’s the main challenge/solution?
Type
What’s the type of challenge/solution?
Domain
What’s the domain of challenge/solution?
Target challenge(only What’s the target challenge of this solution?
for solution)

5.3

Web-based survey procedure

5.3.1

Planning and execution of survey

of

this

The process of the survey includes three steps which are planning, designing and
executing, these steps were also subdivided, and the details can be found in Figure 6.

Figure 6 The sequence step of survey

5.3.2

Planning the survey

5.3.2.1

Objective definition
To identify the primary objectives is the first step for conducting the survey and the
objectives are defined based on research questions which we defined. Identify the goals
of survey helps us to describe the scope of the study and on serves to characterize the
respondent’s population which is essential to obtain the information. The goals of the
survey are as follow.
To identify the unique challenges related to V&V of safety-critical systems that
rely on machine learning.
To identify which solution method is useful to V&V that have been proposed to
solve the challenges above.
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To obtain and gather recommendations for future V&V of AD based on deep
learning both for research and practice.
5.3.2.2

Making schedule for the questionnaire
The questionnaire has been scheduled for eight weeks from July 2017 to August
2017(1-7-2017 to 30-8-2017). The time was after obtaining the results of systematic
literature review, and the structure of the questionnaire is designed under the guidance
of supervisors. The responses were turned off due to the time limitation of the thesis.
5.3.2.3 Planning the resources
This questionnaire was oriented to online circulation. It is essential to arrange the
resources before creating the link to the questionnaire. To obtain the integrity and avoid
bias, resources should cover most of the practitioners and professionals in machine
learning developer, software testing and safety-critical components engineering. After
that, the questionnaire was posting through social networking, the web we mainly
choose for posting questionnaire are as follow:
 LinkedIn
 Facebook
 Twitter
 Questionnaire star
 SECIA
Except for above sites, due to the forbidden of using Google in China, we posted the
questionnaire for Chinese software testing practitioners in private. We chose the
following groups sought on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter to post the questionnaire.
 Pattern Recognition, Data Mining, Machine Intelligence and Learning
 ISO 26262 For Engineers & Managers
 Applied Artificial Intelligence
 Machine Learning Connection
 AUTOSAR
 Data Mining and Machine Learning
 Deep Learning for Computer Vision
 Artificial Intelligence Researchers, Faculty + Professionals
 DO-178C
 DO-178C and DO-254 Support System
 IEEE Robotics and Automation Society (IEEE RAS)
 IEC The Electrotechnical Standards Group
 Safety Critical Professionals
 ISO 26262 Functional Safety
 Self Driving Cars
 Artificial Intelligence Network
 Automotive Testing
 Deep Learning, AI, Machine Learning & Machine Intelligence
 Aerospace & Security & Defence Technology and Business
 ERTMS group

5.3.3

Survey design

5.3.3.1

Planning and design the questionnaire
We choose web questionnaire as our data collection method for the survey, the
survey was designed to attain the objectives mentioned above. The web-questionnaire
consists of 10 questions split into two sections. The first section consists of 7 questions
which concern to demographic. The second division consists of 3 big questions
including the general thought about machine learning and challenge and method using
of testing critical-safety components. The questionnaire questions can be found in
Appendix A. In the first part, the demographic questions are used to collect the following
information from the respondents:
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 Working experience in safety-critical domain
 Their primarily working country
 Respondents’ role in organization
 Rating the degree of their working or experience relate to machine learning e.g.
from don’t know to expert
 Rating the degree of importance of machine learning in safety-critical
applications e.g. from strongly disagree from strongly agree
 Rating the degree of challenge area on V&V of feature that relies on machine
e.g. from strongly disagree from strongly agree
 Rating the degree of preparation of organization for V&V on safety-critical
machine learning e.g. from strongly disagree from strongly agree
ID
RQ1

Table 6 Matching of Research Question and Questionnaire Question

Research
Question
What challenges
and solution
proposals have
been highlighted
in research on
V&V of safetycritical systems
that rely on
machine
learning?

RQ2 To what extent
does industry
confirm the
challenges and
solution
proposals
identified in
RQ1?

Questionnaire Question

Type of answer

Q8: In your organization, please
rate the following groups of
challenges related to V&V for
safety-critical systems based on
machine learning(to specific on
the different classification of
challenge:
1.
State-space
explosion
which
challenges
related to the size of the possible
input space;
2. Robustness which as assuring
that the systems cope with changes
in the environment;
3. Systems engineering which also
called systems-level challenges
like architectural issues when coengineering learning-based and
conventional systems;
4. Transparency which issues
related to the limited analyzability
of machine learning;
5. Requirements specification
which difficulties related to
expressing
or
documenting
expectations on the machine
learning components;
6. Adversarial attacks which
intentional attacks on machine
learning systems;
7. Test specification which
challenges in designing test cases
for non-deterministic output)
Q9: In your organization, please
rate how promising you consider
the following groups of solutions
to be in supporting V&V for
safety-critical systems based on
machine learning(to the specific
different classification of solving
method:

Single choice
List
the
challenge
classification on V&V of
safety-critical systems and
give some simple example
to make it easier to
understand,
respondents
need
to
depict
the
importance according to
our provided rating scale.

Single choice
List the solution method for
challenging on V&V of
safety-critical systems and
give some simple example
to make it easier to
understand;
respondents
need
to
depict
the
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RQ3 How should
research and
practice proceed
in the area of
V&V of AD
based on deep
learning?

1. Formal methods which
approach to mathematically prove
that some specification holds, e.g.,
model checking and satisfiability
modulo theory;
2.
Control
theory
which
approaches based on theory from
automatic control and selfadaptive systems; 3. Probabilistic
methods which approach related
to uncertainty computation;
4. Simulated test cases which
approach to create test cases for
use in simulations, e.g., genetic
algorithms
and
procedural
generation;
5. Process guidelines which
recommendations
and
frameworks, e.g., on training data
collection or testing strategies for
ML)
Q10: Our analysis shows that
i) Although few individual V&V
challenges related to machine
learning
transparency
are
highlighted in the literature, it is
the
challenge
most
often
addressed by the previous
publications' solution proposals.
We also find that
ii) The second most addressed
challenge in previous work is
related to state-space explosion.
Are these findings in line with
your expectations? If not, please
explain which challenge you think
will mainly influence the quality
of ML V&V. If yes, please
motivate
why
you
think
transparency and the state-space
explosion will be the biggest
challenge in ML V&V?

importance according to
our provided rating scale.

Free text
Giving a matching map of
challenges
and
V&V
solution method, shows the
relation between different
classification of challenges
and solution methods,
respondents
need
to
according to this map to
show their understanding
whether the map is their
expectation or not and give
their thought.

5.3.3.2

Piloting and validating the questionnaire
According to the principles and guidelines presented by Kitchenham and Kelley
[73][74], the web-questionnaire was validated before being distributed. The draft of the
questionnaire was reviewed by our supervisors, then they checked whether all the
objectives were covered in questions and gave us some advice to fix it. Then the pilot
questionnaire was used to verify the completeness of all the questions. We invited five
respondents who are working from the SMILE project that had experience from machine
learning or safety-critical components. By these two iterations, the questionnaire was
validated as understandability, completeness, reliability and suitable time cost
questionnaire for respondents to answer.
Firstly the questionnaire consists of 11 questions before conducting the pilot
questionnaire and the average time was about 6 minutes to complete. After we got the
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feedback from respondents we modified and clarified some questions, and add some
questions for completeness. After the modification of questionnaire and a new review
by our supervisors, the final questionnaire covers all the objectives and we finally
decided to publish the questionnaire both in English and Chinese. The full version
questionnaire can be found in Appendix A and Appendix B.
5.3.3.3

Selecting the respondents of the questionnaire
Before the dissemination of the questionnaire, sample relevant field and area of the
research for answering the questionnaire is important. Because the research is related to
machine learning and safety-critical components in software testing, so the target sample
should include the personnel who work under the software testing and the testing objects
are mostly related to machine learning or safety-critical components.
Kitchenham et al. [73] divided sampling methods into probabilistic and nonprobabilistic. Probabilistic sampling means each unit in the overall investigated samples
all have the same possibility being involved for the opportunity. Non-probabilistic is the
type that not according to the principle of strict random sampling to extract the sample,
the investigators according to their convenience or subjective to extract the sample
instead [73].This kind of sampling includes the techniques of convenience, snowball,
focus groups and quota sampling. Because the target population of our research is
specific, the non-probabilistic sample was chosen for our study [75]. By using the
conventional technique sample, responses mostly from the respondents who are willing
to available to take part, also snowball sampling was used where “existing study subjects
recruit future subjects from among their acquaintances” [76] which made us request
respondents to forward the questionnaire. The target respondents include test analysts,
test designers, software testers, project managers, product managers, requirements
engineers, etc.

5.3.3.4

Questionnaire content check
After the end of the questionnaire, we do the contents check to the questionnaire
results. Because we design the mandatory choice questions on the online questionnaire
system, so we do not need to worry about the blank result. However, we check each
result manually to ensure that no one selects the answer without thinking deeply. Those
result which selects all the same or similar options will be excluded in our analysis.

5.4

Mapping Research Questions and Research
Methodology

Triangulation [75] is essential to ensure the research understandable and accuracy
to the empirical research. According to the triangulation, the research can dispose of
some highly qualitative data [76]. Furthermore, triangulation also provides the
combinations of different collection methods and data analysis. In our research, we
considered combining Systematic Literature Review and Survey for study. Table 7
shows the mapping for research questions and research methods.

Table 7 Mapping between Research Methodology and Research Questions
Research Methodology
Systematic Literature Review
Survey

Research Questions
RQ1
RQ2, RQ3
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RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we list all the identified paper from the snowballing literature review
in details. Then we do categorizations to these papers. We expound all our data
extraction and make classifications to them. At the end of this section, we do some
analysis to the data extraction result.

6.1

Result

6.1.1

Start set

14 papers were selected as the start set paper from 97 candidate papers. Table 8 list
the relevant information about these papers.

ID
P1

P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10

P11
P12
P13
P14

Table 8 Paper chosen in the start set

Papers
Clark, M., Kearns, K., Overholt, J., Gross, K., Barthelemy, B., & Reed, C. Air force
research laboratory test and evaluation, verification and validation of autonomous
systems challenge exploration[R]. AIR FORCE RESEARCH LAB WRIGHTPATTERSON AFB OH POWER AND CONTROL DIV, 2014.
Amodei D, Olah C, Steinhardt J, et al. Concrete problems in AI safety[J]. arXiv
preprint arXiv:1606.06565, 2016.
Brat G, Jonsson A. Challenges in verification and validation of autonomous systems
for space exploration[C]//Neural Networks, 2005. IJCNN'05. Proceedings. 2005
IEEE International Joint Conference on. IEEE, 2005, 5: 2909-2914.
Broggi A, Buzzoni M, Debattisti S, et al. Extensive tests of autonomous driving
technologies[J]. IEEE Transactions on Intelligent Transportation Systems, 2013,
14(3): 1403-1415.
Taylor B, Darrah M, Moats C. Verification and validation of neural networks: a
sampling of research in progress[C]//Proc. of SPIE Vol. 2003, 5103: 9.
Taylor J, Yudkowsky E, LaVictoire P, et al. Alignment for advanced machine
learning systems[J]. Machine Intelligence Research Institute, 2016.
Carvalho A, Lefévre S, Schildbach G, et al. Automated driving: The role of
forecasts and uncertainty—A control perspective[J]. European Journal of Control,
2015, 24: 14-32.
Ramos S, Gehrig S, Pinggera P, et al. Detecting Unexpected Obstacles for SelfDriving Cars: Fusing Deep Learning and Geometric Modeling[J]. arXiv preprint
arXiv:1612.06573, 2016.
Alexander R, Hawkins H R, Rae A J. Situation coverage–a coverage criterion for
testing autonomous robots[J]. 2015.
Zou X, Alexander R, McDermid J. On the validation of a uav collision avoidance
system developed by model-based optimization: Challenges and a tentative partial
solution[C]//Dependable Systems and Networks Workshop, 2016 46th Annual
IEEE/IFIP International Conference on. IEEE, 2016: 192-199.
Zou X, Alexander R, McDermid J. Safety validation of sense and avoid algorithms
using simulation and evolutionary search[C]//International Conference on Computer
Safety, Reliability, and Security. Springer, Cham, 2014: 33-48.
Arnold J, Alexander R. Testing autonomous robot control software using procedural
content generation[C]//International Conference on Computer Safety, Reliability,
and Security. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2013: 33-44.
Sivaraman S, Trivedi M M. Active learning for on-road vehicle detection: A
comparative study[J]. Machine vision and applications, 2014: 1-13.
Mozaffari A, Vajedi M, Azad N L. A robust safety-oriented autonomous cruise
control scheme for electric vehicles based on model predictive control and online
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sequential extreme learning machine with a hyper-level fault tolerance-based
supervisor[J]. Neurocomputing, 2015, 151: 845-856.

6.1.2

Iteration 1

6.1.2.1

Forward Snowballing
In the forward snowballing of first iteration, we check 327 citations. 98 papers were
removed because of the wrong publication type, 34 papers do not match the English
language, 143 papers were not related, 40 were inappropriate to publication date, 5 were
duplicates. We selected seven papers to the next iteration. Table 9 shows the result.

ID Resource
P15 P15_P2-F3

Table 9 Iteration 1 Forward Snowballing Results

P16 P16_P3-F5
P17 P17_P4-F33
P18 P18_P4-F54

P19 P19_P5-F10

P20 P20_P5-F24
P21 P21_P7-F27

Papers
Seshia S A, Sadigh D, Sastry S S. Towards verified artificial
intelligence[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:1606.08514, 2016.
Helle P, Schamai W, Strobel C. Testing of Autonomous Systems–
Challenges and Current State‐of‐the‐Art[C]//INCOSE
International Symposium. 2016, 26(1): 571-584.
Li L, Huang W L, Liu Y, et al. Intelligence Testing for Autonomous
Vehicles: A New Approach[J]. IEEE Transactions on Intelligent
Vehicles, 2016, 1(2): 158-166.
Shi W, Alawieh M B, Li X, et al. Efficient statistical validation of
machine learning systems for autonomous driving[C]//Proceedings
of the 35th International Conference on Computer-Aided Design.
ACM, 2016: 36.
Sullivan K B, Feigh K M, Durso F T, et al. Using neural networks
to assess human-automation interaction[C]//Digital Avionics
Systems Conference (DASC), 2011 IEEE/AIAA 30th. IEEE, 2011:
6A4-1-6A4-10.
Broderick R L. Adaptive verification for an on-line learning neuralbased flight control system[C]//Digital Avionics Systems
Conference, 2005. DASC 2005. The 24th. IEEE, 1: 6. C. 2-61.
Li, N., Oyler, D. W., Zhang, M., Yildiz, Y., Kolmanovsky, I., &
Girard, A. R. Game-Theoretic Modeling of Driver and Vehicle
Interactions for Verification and Validation of Autonomous Vehicle
Control Systems[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:1608.08589, 2016.

6.1.2.2

Backward Snowballing
In the backward snowballing of first iteration, we check 462 references. 134 papers
were removed because of the wrong publication type, 15 papers do not match the English
language, 252 papers were not related, 53 were inappropriate publication date, 2 were
duplicates. We select six papers to the next iteration. Table 10 shows the result.

ID Resource
P22 P22_P2B130

Table 10 Iteration 1 Backward Snowballing Results

P23 P23_P4-B26
P24 P24_P5-B5

Papers
Russell S, Dewey D, Tegmark M. Research priorities for robust and
beneficial artificial intelligence[J]. Ai Magazine, 2015, 36(4): 105114.
Broggi A, Cerri P, Medici P, et al. Real time road signs
recognition[C]//Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, 2007 IEEE. IEEE,
2007: 981-986.
Schumann J, Nelson S. Toward V&V of neural network based
controllers[C]//Proceedings of the first workshop on Self-healing
systems. ACM, 2002: 67-72.
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P25 P25_P5-B28

P26 P26_P6-B76
P27 P27_P7-B45

6.1.3

Hull J, Ward D, Zakrzewski R R. Verification and validation of
neural networks for safety-critical applications[C]//American
Control Conference, 2002. Proceedings of the 2002. IEEE, 2002, 6:
4789-4794.
Pulina L, Tacchella A. An abstraction-refinement approach to
verification of artificial neural networks[C]//Computer Aided
Verification. Springer Berlin/Heidelberg, 2010: 243-257.
Lefèvre S, Vasquez D, Laugier C. A survey on motion prediction
and risk assessment for intelligent vehicles[J]. Robomech Journal,
2014, 1(1): 1.

Iteration 2

6.1.3.1

Forward Snowballing
In Iteration 2 forward snowballing, a total of 364 papers were examined, 160 papers
had the wrong publication type, five papers were duplicates, 21 were not written by
English and 166 papers did not express the related contents. We selected ten papers to
the next iteration. Table 11 shows the result.

Table 11 Iteration 2 Forward Snowballing Results

ID Resource
P28 P28_P15-F2
P29 P29_P19-F1
P30 P30_P24-F6
P31 P31_P24-F7
P32 P32_P24-F8
P33 P33_P24F11
P34 P34_P24F13
P35 P35_P24F19
P36 P36_P24F24
P37 P37_P26F12

Papers
Huang X, Kwiatkowska M, Wang S, et al. Safety verification of
deep neural networks[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:1610.06940, 2016.
Sullivan K B, Feigh K M, Mappus R, et al. Using neural networks
to assess flight deck human–automation interaction[J]. Reliability
Engineering & System Safety, 2013, 114: 26-35.
Gupta P, Schumann J. A tool for verification and validation of
neural network based adaptive controllers for high assurance
systems[J]. 2004.
Schumann J, Gupta P, Jacklin S. Toward verification and validation
of adaptive aircraft controllers[C]//Aerospace Conference, 2005
IEEE. IEEE, 2005: 1-6.
Broderick R L. Statistical and adaptive approach for verification of
a neural-based flight control system[C]//Digital Avionics Systems
Conference, 2004. DASC 04. The 23rd. IEEE, 2004, 2: 6. E. 1-61.
Liu Y, Cukic B, Gururajan S. Validating neural network-based
online adaptive systems: A case study[J]. Software Quality Journal,
2007, 15(3): 309-326.
Yerramalla, S., Liu, Y., Fuller, E., Cukic, B., & Gururajan, S. An
Approach to V&V of Embedded Adaptive Systems[C]//FAABS.
2004: 173-188.
Zakrzewski R R. Randomized approach to verification of neural
networks[C]//Neural Networks, 2004. Proceedings. 2004 IEEE
International Joint Conference on. IEEE, 2004, 4: 2819-2824.
Yerramalla S, Fuller E, Cukic B. A validation approach for neural
network‐based online adaptive systems[J]. Software: Practice and
Experience, 2006, 36(11‐12): 1209-1225.
Katz, G., Barrett, C., Dill, D., Julian, K., & Kochenderfer, M
Reluplex: An efficient SMT solver for verifying deep neural
networks[J]. arXiv preprint arXiv:1702.01135, 2017.

6.1.3.2

Backward Snowballing
In Iteration 2 backward snowballing, there are 285 references in total. 87 papers
were excluded because of the wrong publication type, 143 papers do not have the related
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contents, 39 have the wrong publication date, and 8 were duplicates. We selected eight
papers to the next iteration. Table 9 shows the result.

ID Resource
P38 P38_P15B2
P39 P39_P15B51
P40 P40_P16B41
P41 P41_P26B3
P42 P42_P26B9
P43 P43_P26B14
P44 P44_P25B1
P45 P45_P24B12

6.1.4

Table 12 Iteration 2 Backward Snowballing Results

Papers
Akametalu, A. K., Fisac, J. F., Gillula, J. H., Kaynama, S., Zeilinger,
M. N., & Tomlin, C. J. Reachability-based safe learning with Gaussian
processes[C]//Decision and Control (CDC), 2014 IEEE 53rd Annual
Conference on. IEEE, 2014: 1424-1431.
Seshia S A, Sadigh D, Sastry S S. Formal methods for semiautonomous driving[C]//Proceedings of the 52nd Annual Design
Automation Conference. ACM, 2015: 148.
Mili A, Jiang G J, Cukic B, et al. Towards the verification and
validation of online learning systems: General framework and
applications[C]//System Sciences, 2004. Proceedings of the 37th
Annual Hawaii International Conference on. IEEE, 2004: 10 pp.
Kurd Z, Kelly T, Austin J. Developing artificial neural networks for
safety critical systems[J]. Neural Computing & Applications, 2007,
16(1): 11-19.
Pulina L, Tacchella A. N e V er: a tool for artificial neural networks
verification[J]. Annals of Mathematics and Artificial Intelligence,
2011, 62(3): 403-425.
Schumann J, Gupta P, Nelson S. On verification & validation of neural
network based controllers[C]//Proc. of International Conf on
Engineering Applications of Neural Networks, EANN. 2003, 3: 40147.
Zakrzewski R R. Verification of a trained neural network
accuracy[C]//Neural Networks, 2001. Proceedings. IJCNN'01.
International Joint Conference on. IEEE, 2001, 3: 1657-1662.
Mackall D, Nelson S, Schumann J. Verification and validation of
neural networks for aerospace systems[J]. 2002.

Iteration 3

6.1.4.1

Forward Snowballing
In Iteration 3 forward snowballing, a total of 424 papers were examined, 105 papers
had the wrong publication type, 23 papers were duplicates, 64 were not written by
English and 225 papers did not express the related contents. We selected seven papers
to the next iteration. Table 13 shows the result.

ID Resource
P46 P46_P30F2

P47 P47_P30F5

Table 13 Iteration 3 Forward Snowballing Results

Papers
Jacklin S A, Schumann J M, Gupta P P, et al. Development of
advanced verification and validation procedures and tools for the
certification of learning systems in aerospace
applications[C]//Proceedings of Infotech@ aerospace Conference,
Arlington, VA. 2005.
Nguyen N, Jacklin S A. Neural net adaptive flight control stability,
verification and validation challenges, and future
research[C]//Workshop on Applications of neural networks in high
assurance systems-International Joint Conference on Neural networks,
Orlando, Florida. 2007: 12-17.
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P48 P48_P30F8
P49 P49_P30F11
P50 P50_P30F17
P51 P51_P41F7
P52 P52_P44F12

Schumann J, Liu Y. Tools and methods for the verification and
validation of adaptive aircraft control systems[C]//Aerospace
Conference, 2007 IEEE. IEEE, 2007: 1-8.
Nguyen N, Jacklin S. Stability, convergence, and verification and
validation challenges of neural net adaptive flight control[J].
Applications of Neural Networks in High Assurance Systems, 2010:
77-110.
Jacklin S, Schumann J, Bosworth J, et al. Case Study: Test Results of a
Tool and Method for In-Flight, Adaptive Control System Verification
on a NASA F-15 Flight Research Aircraft[J]. 2006.
Li G, Lu M, Liu B. A scenario-based method for safety certification of
artificial intelligent software[C]//Artificial Intelligence and
Computational Intelligence (AICI), 2010 International Conference on.
IEEE, 2010, 3: 481-483.
Gupta P, Guenther K, Hodgkinson J, et al. Performance Monitoring
and Assessment of Neuro-Adaptive Controllers for Aerospace
Applications Using a Bayesian Approach[C]//Proceedings of the
AIAA Guidance, Navigation, and Control Conference, San Francisco,
CA. 2005.

6.1.4.2

Backward Snowballing
In the backward snowballing of Iteration 3, we check 203 references in total, five
papers were selected when 34 had the wrong publication type, 120 were not relative to
the target, 28 papers are too old to be selected, and 11 were duplicates. We selected five
papers to the next iteration. Table 14 shows the result.

ID Resource
P53 P53_P28B23
P54 P54_P31B3
P55 P55_P31B5

P56 P56_P32B12
P57 P57_P34B9

6.1.5

Table 14 Iteration 3 Backward Snowballing Results

Papers
Scheibler K, Winterer L, Wimmer R, et al. Towards Verification of
Artificial Neural Networks[C]//MBMV. 2015: 30-40.
Gupta P, Loparo K A, Mackall D, et al. Verification and validation
methodology of real-time adaptive neural networks for aerospace
applications[J]. 2004.
Jacklin S A, Lowry M R, Schumann J M, et al. Verification, validation,
and certification challenges for adaptive flight-critical control system
software[C]//American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(AIAA) Guidance, Navigation, and Control Conference and Exhibit.
2004: 16-19.
Cortellessa V, Cukic B, Del Gobbo D, et al. Certifying adaptive flight
control software[C]//Proceedings, ISACC 2000: The Software Risk
Management Conference. 2000.
Yerramalla, S., Fuller, E., Mladenovski, M., & Cukic, B. Lyapunov
analysis of neural network stability in an adaptive flight control
system[C]//Self-Stabilizing Systems: 6th International Symposium,
SSS 2003, San Francisco, CA, USA, June 24-25, 2003. Proceedings.
Springer Berlin/Heidelberg, 2003: 149-149.

Iteration 4

6.1.5.1

Forward Snowballing
In Iteration 4 forward snowballing, we checked 274 papers. 151 papers were not
matched with expected contents, 36 were not written by English, 15 papers were
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duplicates, and 67 papers did not match the expected publication type. We selected five
papers to the next iteration. Table 15 shows the result.
ID Resource
P58 P58_P46F3
P59 P59_P47F9
P60 P60_P47F10
P61 P61_P47F15

P62 P62_P55F19

Table 15 Iteration 4 Forward Snowballing Results

Papers
Jacklin S A. Closing the certification gaps in adaptive flight control
software[C]//Proc. AIAA Guidance, Navigation and Control Conf.
2008.
Soares F, Burken J, Marwala T. Neural network applications in
advanced aircraft flight control system, a hybrid system, a flight test
demonstration[J]. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 2006, 4234:
684.
Zhang, X., Clark, M., Rattan, K., & Muse, J. Controller verification in
adaptive learning systems towards trusted autonomy[C]//Proceedings
of the ACM/IEEE Sixth International Conference on Cyber-Physical
Systems. ACM, 2015: 31-40.
Soares F, Burken J. A Flight Test Demonstration of On-line Neural
Network Applications in Advanced Aircraft Flight Control
System[C]//Computational Intelligence for Modelling, Control and
Automation, 2006 and International Conference on Intelligent Agents,
Web Technologies and Internet Commerce, International Conference
on. IEEE, 2006: 136-136.
Torens C, Adolf F M, Goormann L. Certification and software
verification considerations for autonomous unmanned aircraft[J].
Journal of aerospace information systems, 2014.

6.1.5.2

Backward Snowballing
In the backward snowballing of Iteration 4, we only adopt two papers finally. We
checked 303 references in this step, 55 had the wrong publication type, 186 didn’t have
the related contents, 30 papers did not confirm our expectations and 29 were duplicates.
We selected two papers to the next iteration. Table 16 shows the result.

Table 16 Iteration 4 Backward Snowballing Result

ID Resource
P63 P63_P50-B19
P64 P64_P50-B15

6.1.6

Papers
Bosworth J T, Williams-Hayes P S. Flight Test Results from the
NF-15B Intelligent Flight Control System (IFCS) Project with
Adaptation to a Simulated Stabilator Failure[J]. 2007.
Zakrzewski R R. Verification of performance of a neural network
estimator[C]//Neural Networks, 2002. IJCNN'02. Proceedings of
the 2002 International Joint Conference on. IEEE, 2002, 3: 26322637.

Iteration 5

In this Iteration, we checked 97 references and 43 citations. We found no more
relevant papers in both forward and backwards snowballing. Consequently, the
snowballing literature review ended in this iteration.
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6.2

Overview of selected papers

After five iterations of snowballing literature review, we identified a total of 64
papers which are related to our research. Here we do some analyses to these papers to
help for our study.
Figure 4 shows the publication year’s distribution. We can find two fast developing
periods: 2002-2007 and 2013-2016. The papers from 2002-2007 usually concentrate on
the automated aerospace and the papers from 2013-2016 pay more attention to the
automated robot, unmanned aerial vehicle and automated vehicle.

Figure 7 Literature publication year’s distribution
The publication type of selected paper is counted in Figure 8. In our classification,
34 papers are published in the conference, 16 are published in the journal, two belong
to workshop and 12 belong to other type. The paper from conference and journal occur
most in our result.

Figure 8 Literature publication type
There are many papers involve in the aerospace domain. These papers usually come
from NASA and the automated aerospace is the hot spot in the early 21st century.
Moreover, the automated automobile, robots and unmanned aerial vehicle domain are
more popular topics in recent years. Other papers only focus on the testing of machine
learning system but do not aim at any specific domain.
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Figure 9 Literature domain

The whole snowballing literature review process started from 14 initial papers.
Moreover, we can find that there was a substantial increase in the second iteration. That
is because many papers of iteration reference and cite some papers which from other
relative domain. Papers from aerospace, robot, unmanned aerial vehicle enrich our
literature list. Then the quantity of new papers keep decreasing in iteration 3 and iteration
4 and finally come to an end in iteration 5. The high repetitive rate limits the paper
selection.

Figure 10 Iteration paper count

6.2.1

Categorization of papers

We build a figure which shows the categorization of chosen paper (see Figure
11 Categorization based on papers). The classification is mainly based on Per
runeson et al. [77]. The categorization is done for all the papers based on their
34

publication types and research domains. The X-axis represents the classification of
domains, and Y-axis represents the publication type of selected papers.
In our literature review, we identify 27 aerospace-related papers (P1, P3, P5,
P20, P24, P25, P29, P31, P32, P34, P36, P44, P45, P46, P47, P48, P49, P50, P52,
P54, P55, P56, P57, P58, P59, P61, P63), 11 automotive papers (P4, P7, P8, P13,
P14, P17, P18, P21, P23, P27, P39), 3 robotic papers (P9, P12, P38), 4 unmanned
aerial vehicle related papers (P10, P11, P37, P62) and 19 papers which not aim at
one specific domain (P2, P6, P15, P16, P19, P22, P26, P28, P30, P33, P35, P40,
P41, P42, P43, P51, P53, P60, P64). After the categorization, we can find that there
are many papers involved the aerospace domain. The peak of aerospace research is
in the early 21st century. So after several years’ research, the artificial intelligence
testing of the aerospace domain is becoming more and more mature. Now we can
do a knowledge transfer to the automotive domain and learn from some existing
experience. Additionally, those papers from other safety-critical domains (robot and
unmanned aerial vehicle) can also provide help to our research.

Figure 11 Categorization based on papers

6.2.2

Quality assessment based on rigour and relevance

The quality assessment follows the guideline of Ivarsson and Gorschek [78].
There are two primary assessment attributes: rigour and relevance. In rigour, we
consider context, study design and validity as the sub-attributes of rigour. Moreover,
these three sub-attributes will be assessed with high description (1 point), medium
description (0.5 points) and weak description (0 points). We consider four aspects
to assess the relevance: subjects, context, scale, research method. Moreover, these
aspects are evaluated as contribute to relevance (1 point) and do not contribute to
relevance (0 points).
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Figure 12 Rigor and Relevance scores

Figure 12 Rigor and Relevance scores show the result of our assessment of
the papers. The papers with high rigour and high relevance will provide more help
to our research. The details of the assessment can be seen in Appendix C.

6.3

Data extraction and analysis

6.3.1

Challenge

6.3.1.1

Challenge classification
We decide to use the challenge classification of Amodei et al. [79]. They divided
the machine learning challenges into the five categories: Avoiding negative side effects,
avoiding reward hacking, scalable oversight, safe exploration and robustness to
distributional shift.
Avoiding negative side effects refer to the challenges which the machine learning
system will harm the surrounding when achieving goals. Avoiding reward hacking refers
to the challenge which the machine learning system may be eager for the reward and
game the reward function. Scalable oversight refers to the challenge which the machine
learning system do the right things with the limited resource. Safe exploration is the
challenge which the machine learning system ensure the safety by its strategy.
Robustness to distributional shift is the challenge which the machine learning system
behave robustness in a changeable environment.
However, soon we find that the Amodei’s classification standard is not very suitable
for our project. Amodei has classified their challenge based on their assumption of
potentially harmful behaviour emerged by poor design AI systems. However, our target
is to classify the challenge of the testing safety critical system relies on machine learning.
Our research prefers more in the challenge of V&V, so Amodei’s classification is not
entirely sufficient for our study. Then we define the below challenge code to help to
classify the challenge based on Amodei’s classification:
In [P1, P3, P15, P16, P47], the state space problems are discussed in the literature.
The vast and complex state space cause the difficulty of verifying machine learning
system. We conclude this type of challenge with ‘state-space explosion’.
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In [P1, P2, P15, P55], the robustness problem of machine learning system is
concluded and we category them into ‘robustness’ challenge.
In [P1, P55], the challenge of system interaction is discussed. Those challenges are
relative to the system and system factors. So we conclude them in challenge ‘systems
engineering’.
In [P1, P55], these papers discuss the transparency problem of machine learning
system, so we classify these challenge into ‘transparency’.
In [P15, P55], these papers conclude that it is hard to get the perfect and detailed
requirements at the former period. We call these challenges as ‘requirements
specification’.
In [P15], the paper concludes that the adversarial attack to machine learning
algorithm will fail the machine learning system. We category it into ’adversarial attack’.
In [P16, P46, P55], the problems related to test specification are discussed. Due to
Specialty of machine learning, it is hard to use traditional solution to test the system. We
category these problems into ‘test specification’.
The description of challenge code can be found in Table 17.

Table 17 Brief description of challenge code

Code name
State-space explosion
Robustness
Systems engineering
Transparency
Requirements
specification
Adversarial attacks
Test specification

6.3.1.2

Brief description
Challenges related to the size of the input space.
Challenges which influence the robustness of the system.
Challenges related to co-engineering of learning-based and
conventional systems.
Challenges which related to the black-box attribute of the
learning system.
Challenges related to expressing/documenting expectations
on the learning.
Challenges in intentional attacks.
Challenges in designing test cases for non-deterministic
output

Challenge descriptions

6.3.1.2.1 State-space explosion
 CH01: The input space of the system is hard to be tested exhaustively because the
algorithmic decision space is non-deterministic.
 CH06: The verifying process should scale to substantial start spaces, which
increases the difficulty of testing.
 CH11: It is hard to improve the scalability of verification engines. The artificial
intelligence and machine learning components are more complicated than the
typical components, and this requires an excellent scalability verification engines.
 CH12: The input space and context are very complex and often unknown at design
time. This increase the difficulty of exhaustive testing.
 CH13: The continuous learning and inherent complexity of autonomous system
cause the challenge of testing autonomous systems.
 CH16: It is hard to include all possible effects in the state space.
6.3.1.2.2 Robustness
 CH02: Currently systems have a very limited robustness to dynamic environmental
conditions. Although the autonomous system has the potential capability to perform
a better robustness in a dynamic environment than fielded systems, we face too
many environmental conditions now, so it still performs the limited robustness.
 CH05: The autonomous systems will be hard to find every possible catastrophic
failure. The collision avoidance sequence conducted by hard code works well on
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the robot helicopter. However, autonomous system may be involved in the more
complex domain, and it will be harder to detect all fatal errors.
CH07: It is hard to come up with an environment modelling method that model all
possible behaviours environment even if there is considerable uncertainty about the
environment.
CH19: The unknown adapt degree over long times challenge the validation of
system performance and stability.

6.3.1.2.3 Systems engineering
 CH03: it is hard for an adaptive system to capture all interactions between systems
and system factors, and this may induce unintended consequences.
 CH20: It is hard to integrate a whole controller design with failure detection and
accommodation systems.
6.3.1.2.4 Transparency
 CH04: it is hard to ensure trust between human and machine. Current testing
processes can execute an exhaustive testing to all possible operational vignettes,
but it is hard to do an exhausting testing to the whole system.
 CH18: It is hard to use scenario-based testing methods to validate neural networks.
The neural networks comprise over-parameterized models that don’t have a unique
specification of network connection weights.
6.3.1.2.5 Requirements specification
 CH08: It is hard to find an effective method to specify the necessary system ability
which uses artificial intelligence or machine learning based components. This cause
the difficulty to do a formal verification because of the lack of formal specification.
 CH09: The coming of new data and new situations increase the difficulty of system
modelling. The neural network is trained by data, so the verification procedure also
should consider the future changes.
 CH17: It is hard to document a complete and verifiable software requirements
specification. An adaptive system with learning algorithms should learn and change
over time, so it is challengeable to do a perfect specification in the initial period.
Moreover, that increases the difficulty of verification.
6.3.1.2.6 Adversarial attack
 CH10: It is challengeable to find a technique based on formal methods to
systematically generate training and testing data for machine learning based
components. The adversarial perturbations can distribute the learning algorithms
and modify the thought of neural networks.
6.3.1.2.7 Test specification
 CH14: The system may fail the test even if it had passed the same test in the old
time. This is because the autonomous system changed over time.
 CH15: The convergence of learning algorithms are difficult to be analytically
evaluated because the adaption process is changed uncertainly over time.
 CH21: The testing input may influence the adaptive system and may modify the
behaviour unconsciously.
6.3.1.3

Classification of the identified challenges
Then we classify challenges with the defined challenge code.
Challenge
No.

Table 18 Classification of challenges

Paper Simple description
No.

Challenge
code
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CH01

P1

CH02

P1

CH03

P1

CH04

P1

CH05

P2

CH06

P3

CH07

P15

CH08

P15

CH09

P15

CH10

P15

CH11

P15

CH12

P16

CH13

P16

CH14

P16

CH15

P46

CH16

P47

CH17

P55

CH18

P55

CH19

P55

CH20

P55

CH21

P55

The algorithmic decision is non-deterministic
and can’t be exhaustively tested.
Current systems have a very limited robustness
to dynamic environmental conditions.
Adaptive systems are hard to capture all
interactions between system and system factors
and may induce unintended consequences.
Hard to ensure the trust between human and
machine.
The autonomous system is hard to find every
possible catastrophic failure in the complex
domain.
Solutions must scale to substantial state spaces.

State-space
explosion
Robustness
Systems
engineering
Transparency
Robustness

State-space
explosion
Hard to come up with an environment Robustness
modelling method that model all possible
behaviours environment.
Hard to find an effective method to specify the Requirements
necessary system ability which uses artificial specification
intelligence or machine learning based
components.
The coming of new data and new situations Requirements
increase the difficulty of system modelling.
specification
It is challengeable to find techniques based on Adversarial
formal methods to systematically generate attacks
training and testing data for machine learning
based components.
The verification engines should have a high State-space
scalability.
explosion
The input space and context are very complex State-space
and often unknown at design time.
explosion
The continuous learning and inherent State-space
complexity of autonomous system cause the explosion
challenge of testing autonomous systems.
The system might fail a test even if it had Test
passed the same test in the old time.
specification
The convergence of learning algorithms is Test
difficult to be analytically evaluated.
specification
Hard to include all possible effects in the state State-space
space.
explosion
Hard to document a complete and verifiable Requirements
software requirements specification in design specification
period.
Hard to use scenario-based testing methods to Transparency
validate neural networks.
The unknown adapt degree over long times Robustness
challenge the validation of system performance
and stability.
Hard to integrate a whole controller design Systems
with failure detection and accommodation engineering
systems.
The testing input may influence the adaptive Test
system and may modify the behaviour specification
unconsciously.
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6.3.2

Solution method for solving challenges

6.3.2.1

Solution method classification
According to the literature review, we found that most of the methods have
similarities. The research from Varshney [81] shows that concrete problems in critical
safety domain can divide into five categories, which means five different aspects can
match different methods to solve. However, in our literature review, we found that not
only safety problems, there exactly have more challenges during V&V of critical safety
systems need to be solved, and there also some especially methods can be used, so based
on Varshney research, we design a new classification of methods, and we will show the
reasons and introduction as follow.
In [P25] [P64], they describe a method using control theory to guarantee output and
error bounds, In [P37] [P40], they using some mathematically model or function to
capturing functional properties. The methods like these are mostly using mathematically
way to solve problems, we call that formal method, they are more used in the specific
environment.
In [P7] [P25], the methods both present a predictive control design which relies on
models of system components. In [P36], a validation method has been given which
applied neural network based on the online self-adaptive system, we classify the
methods which based on automatic control and self-adaptive systems as control theory.
In [P30] [P31] [P52] [P54], all these methods using Bayesian analysis to calculate
error bars and monitor the neural network. In [P18], the author using subset sampling
(SUS) algorithm to the estimation of failure rates which is an uncertainty computation.
These methods which using some probabilistic algorithms, q we named them
probabilistic methods.
In [P9] [P10] [P12], the authors both using genetic algorithms to create test cases to
represent undesired situations. In [P17], a structured test design process also be given as
a quantitative testing way. In these papers, most methods are based on creating test case
for using simulations, these methods we classify these methods called test case design.
In [P23], the paper provides a classification and detection system which consists of
3 different algorithms: shape recognition, colour segmentation, and neural network. The
methods which can be frameworks or consist of different parts or algorithms like testing
strategies, we call them process guidelines.
We use these five classifications to classify the methods through literature, Table X
shows the method code name and simple description of each. In the next section,
according to this classification, we have introduced composition of each method in detail,
also the application field and what challenges they can solve, etc.

Table 19 Solution method classification and description

Code name
Description
Formal
Approaches to mathematically prove that some specification holds.
methods
Control theory Verification based on automatic control and self-adaptive systems.
Probabilistic Uncertainty computation, Bayesian analysis, confidence intervals
methods
etc.
Test case
Approaches to creating useful test cases for using simulations, e.g.,
design
genetic algorithms and procedural generation.
Process
Different advice and frameworks for dealing with V&V for ML,
guidelines
e.g., on training data or testing strategies.
6.3.2.2 Solution method description
6.3.2.2.1

Formal methods
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M01: This method is using sophisticated static analysis to check compile time, which
is to proof that component is free of errors. For example, null pointer dereferencing,
array-out-bound accesses and the use of uninitialized variables, all these errors
cannot be checked by compilers, but they are violations of the C++ semantics, and
they can be checked by using sophisticated static analysis instead.
M02: This method is called model checking, which can verify that a property is a
model of the system. For example, model checking can be used to check for
ambiguities, inconsistencies, and incompleteness. It used small programs to check
compound properties, and another benefit is that also can checking code directly
rather than translate the code to a model by using some modelling language.
M15: This method is a formal verification by satisfying corresponding Boolean
linear arithmetic constraints. The author uses an abstraction-refinement approach to
verify and repair MLPs (Multi-Layer Perceptrons) by using the application of
formal methods. Moreover, this approach success shows that consistent abstraction
mechanism can be verification of realistic MLPs, and the approach can also
improve the safety of the MLP in an automated way.
M16: This method is a general framework for verification based on SMT
(Satisfiability modulo theory). An automated verification framework is developed
to get feedback from multi-layer neural networks which based on SMT, which
focus on image manipulations safety of image classification decisions. It
propagates the analysis layer by layer and enables search the region by employing
discretization. Compare to other existing methods, this method can guarantee that if
finding adversarial example, it can directly show to the testers and used to fine-tune
the network.
M23: This is a method which uses linear programming to verifying deep neural
network properties has been presented. This method based on the non-convex
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation function, which is an essential ingredient
in lots of modern neural networks. To assess the method can by a case study which
implements on a broad neural network of next-generation Airborne Collision
Avoidance System for unmanned aircraft.
M24: This method using an abstract computational model to capturing functional
properties of evolving adaptive systems. Using this method of monotonic learning
can ensure the adaptive system learn monotonically, so no matter commands have
been proposed they can learn the behaviour of the system in advance. This method
can use tentative computational model to verification on an on-line learning
system.
M25: This is a deterministic method which tests a finely spaced testing grid against
the known desired output to validate the neural network system. First, evaluated a
uniform grid of testing points to find approximation error. Second, functions and
maximal growth rates are both used to bind the error between the testing points.
This method shows a way to verify the accuracy of the network to replace sizeable
multidimensional look-up tables.
M28: Bounded model checking which using satisfiability modulo theory. This
method can use to solve typical control problem which named Cart Pole System, it
created formulas are inspired by the SMT-solver iSAT3 algorithm.

6.3.2.2.2 Control theory
 M4: This solution method is a predictive control design which relies on models of
system components, using the response of the evolution to control the inputs and
exogenous disturbances. In this theory, vehicle models can be classified into three
categories: 1. Point-mass models, the model that treats the vehicle like a particle. 2.
Kinematic models, the model that is a function of vehicle geometry. 3. A dynamic
model, the model that relies on tire models to observe the interaction between the
road and the vehicle.
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M11: This method is a sophisticated adaptive systems approach which can use to
verification IFCS (Intelligent Flight Control System). The statistical analysis will
provide a framework, for a given flight condition inputs, which is the neural network
weights change to produce a stable error range of command. The adaptive analysis
will govern the weights changes according to determine the rules of the sigma-pi
neural network, which uses the new scientific techniques of complex adaptive
systems.
M14: This method is an onboard nonlinear model by using control theory to
guarantee output and error bounds. It is extended with application to some nonlinear
function such as single or multiple layer networks employing polynomial basis
functions like Pi-Sigma networks and PNNs. For complex nonlinear models,
deterministic verification techniques have been developed to guaranteed output and
error bounds. This combined with proven method prove the network behaviour
between test points within the regions.
M22: The solution method which using Lyapunov theory to operational monitoring
online. This method inherits Lyapunov’s theory of the convergence analysis and
generic stability. This validation method is applied neural network based on the
online self-adaptive system, which using the intelligent flight control system as a
case.
M26: This method using Monte Carlo Simulation to proceed V&V framework over
an exhaustive state space using. The simulation tool is called Robustness Analysis
for Control Law Evaluation (RASCLE) which is using to help explore different
combinations of operating conditions and learning system parameters. RASCLE
can be found with incorporates search algorithms and existing nonlinear
simulations to discover regions of instability with few runs.
M30: This method is using Lyapunov theory to detect unstable state deviations and
the method is namely Lyapunov’s Second Method. The author presents the selfstabilization analysis of the design and V&V of an Adaptive Flight Control System
(AFCS). It constructs a formal mathematical proof which verifies the selfstabilizing of the neural network in a Globally Asymptotically Stable manner.
M32: This method is an on-line neural network model for verification scheme for
detecting unstable learning behaviours. It is used to ensure fault-tolerance and
robustness to specific modelling physical faults and uncertainty under
consideration.

6.3.2.2.3 Probabilistic methods
 M5: For this method, the Bayesian framework is used to run-time confidence
computation. It according to the probability of the existence of Stixel as confidence,
and the mid-level Stixel representation can be used to describe the attributes of
obstacles such as compact, flexible and robust manner.
 M10: This method using subset sampling (SUS) algorithm to the estimation of failure
rates. They choose to use the rare failure probability as the conditional probabilities
of product.
 M17: This method called Simulink models which using Bayesian analysis to
calculate error bars have been proposed. The author presents a tool which called
CT/OLNN to calculate the error bars for the controller from the network outputs
UAD. The tool assists in establishing the reliability of neural network, it enhances
acknowledge of the performance of the adaptive control systems and provides
possible catastrophic failures prevention.
 M18: Liked M17, this method also choose using Bayesian analysis to dynamically
monitor the neural network. The author presents a method which called Confidence
Tool, it is a dynamic monitor which used to inspect all input and output values of
the neural network. They design a multi-layered to V&V for intelligent adaptive
controllers. The core layer provides rigorously, mathematically results from
confidence tool which concerning stability and robustness. The second layer
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provides intelligent testing and error checking which guarantees performance and
safety. This method can be adaptive on most high assurance systems such as high
assurance systems and aerospace applications.
M19: This method using interval analysis and dynamic adaptive analysis to verify
the IFCS (Intelligent Flight Control System). The statistical confidence interval
analysis will present a framework which used to determine whether the IFCS will
produce a compatible range of command errors to develop a high level of
confidence.
M20: This is a method using single-class classifier and dynamic cell structures to
monitor input and output of the system. The method consists of two run-time
techniques: (1) Using statistical learning tool to detect unexpected data. (2) Using a
reliability measure accommodates the environmental changes of the neural network
output. The author using NASA F-15 flight control system as case show the
efficiently detect techniques in a real-time manner.
M21: This method by estimating the probability of failure combined with Bayesian
analysis to generate sufficient test data. This rigorous verification of neural nets is
necessary for safety-critical applications such as commercial aviation. This paper
inquiry feasibility of a randomized approach to the problem.

6.3.2.2.4 Test case design
 M6: This method is using metrics to assure test cases with adequate situation
coverage. For these, the tester should guarantee the range and diversity of the
situation coverage for testing. Because situation coverage measures can be
implemented on quantitatively, so it can use on automated testing strategies.
 M7: This method is using genetic algorithms to create test cases representing
undesired situations. For using this approach, all possible scenarios space is
unknown, but it can parameterize every single scenario such as UAV speed, heading.
The parameterized scenarios can be the use of GA (Genetic Algorithm) by encoded
as genomes, the genomes configure scenarios can be generated for simulating by
scenario generator. The generated scenarios are evaluated by the result of fitness
which passed from GA. Finally, refer to the fitness, the GA will evolve the encoded
scenarios to get a higher fitness in next iteration.
 M8: This method is using procedural content generation to create diverse test
situations. The basic concept is using procedural content generation (PCG) to create
situations, then run them in the simulator to trace behaves of robots in them. The
process takes place in 3 different stages. The first stage is used to create a binary
terrain map by using PCG algorithms, the second stage is executing the situation
within a simulated environment, and the last stage is using a daemon to processes
the event log produced.
 M9: This method is a structured test design process for autonomous cars has been
proposed. This new approach gives a quantitative testing way for the intelligence of
autonomous vehicles. It can be designed into four steps. Firstly select the number of
functions, secondly generate some tasks, thirdly assign the temporal-spatial ranges
of tasks and at last generate the associated traffic scenario.
 M12: This method uses game theory to the model driver and vehicle interaction in
simulations. It provides a useful way to simulate driver behaviour under the given
traffic conditions.
6.3.2.2.5 Process guideline
 M13: This method provides a road signs classification and detection system by
rotating and translating images. It based on a 3 step algorithm composed of shape
recognition, colour segmentation, and neural network. The goal of using this
algorithm is to classify and detect all road signs that present along roads.
 M27: The method which called scenario-based method is provided to support
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safety certification. The author using this method for safety certification of AI
software. This method also named Scenario-Based Reliability Analysis (SBRA),
which is specific for most component-based software which analysis based on
execution the scenarios. Using these scenarios, then they create a probabilistic
model which named Component-Dependency Graph (CDG). CDGs are using to
directed graphs the component reliabilities, represent components, interface
reliabilities, transitions and some transition probabilities.
M29: The solution method is a general methodology for certification of adaptive
flight control systems. It used to improve testing with formal proofs which based
on the mathematical description of the neural network to propose method problems,
for performing a generalization test results from limited test cases.
M31: A unified V&V approach for adaptive systems has been provided, it
encompasses analysis design, implementation, and monitoring. The approach using
Bayesian, Lyapunov based methods as mathematically rigorous analysis to proceed
intelligent testing and dynamic performance monitoring. The author also found that
the adaptive controller needs to be monitored in the safe operation of the unknown
and unstable environment due to the adaptive nature.

6.3.2.2.6 Others
 M3: This method is a real-world field test by evaluating the system. Through using
BRAiVE autonomous vehicle prototype for example to show how to designed
explicitly for development and test process, and it shows the way of how to in
different automation levels to demonstrate advanced safety applications.
6.3.2.3

Classification of solution method
We classify all solution methods, the simple description and the method code
matched can be found as follow.

Table 20 Classification of method solution

Method Paper
Simple description
No.
No.
M1
P3
Compile time checks using sophisticated static
analysis.
M2
P3
Model checking to verify that a property is a model of
the system.
M3
P4
The evaluating system in real-world field tests.
M4
P7
Simulations of predictive control designs.
M5

P8

M6

P9

M7

P10

M8

P12

M9

P17

Run-time confidence computation using the Bayesian
framework.
Metrics to assure test cases with adequate situation
coverage.
Genetic algorithms to create test cases representing
undesired situations.
Using procedural content generation to create diverse
test situations.
A structured test design process for autonomous cars.

M10

P18

Estimation of failure rates using subset sampling.

M11

P20

M12

P21

Determining the rules that govern parameter weight
changes using complex adaptive control.
Game theory approach to model driver and vehicle
interaction in simulations.

Method
code
Formal
methods
Formal
methods
Other
Control
theory
Probabilistic
methods
Test case
design
Test case
design
Test case
design
Test case
design
Probabilistic
methods
Control
theory
Test case
design
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M13

P23

M14

P25,
P64
P26,
P42
P28

M15
M16
M17

M19

P30,
P31,
P52
P31,
P50,
P52,
P54
P32

M20

P33

M21

P35

M22

P36

M23

P37

M24

P40

M25

P44

M26

P47

M27

P51

M28

P53

M29

P56

M30

P57

M31

P59

M32

P60

M18

Increasing training set size by rotating and translating
Process
images.
guidelines
Using control theory to guarantee output and error
Control
bounds.
theory
Formal verification by satisfying corresponding
Formal
Boolean linear arithmetic constraints.
methods
A general framework for verification based on
Formal
satisfiability modulo theory.
methods
Using Bayesian analysis to calculate error bars in Probabilistic
Simulink models.
methods
Using Bayesian analysis to dynamically monitor Probabilistic
neural network.
methods
Statistical confidence interval analysis and dynamic Probabilistic
adaptive analysis.
methods
Run-time monitoring of input and output using single- Probabilistic
class classifier and dynamic cell structures.
methods
Monte Carlo estimation of the probability of failure Probabilistic
combined with Bayesian analysis to generate
methods
sufficient test data.
Online operational monitoring using Lyapunov
Control
theory.
theory
Verifying deep neural network properties using linear
Formal
programming.
methods
Capturing functional properties of evolving adaptive
Formal
systems using an abstract computational model.
methods
Verification by testing a finely spaced testing grid
Formal
against the known desired output.
methods
General V&V framework over an exhaustive state
Control
space using Monte Carlo Simulation.
theory
Scenario-based method to support safety certification.
Process
guidelines
Bounded model checking using satisfiability modulo
Formal
theory.
methods
A general methodology for certification of adaptive
Process
flight control systems.
guidelines
Using Lyapunov theory to detect unstable state
Control
deviations.
theory
A unified V&V approach for adaptive systems
Process
encompassing design, analysis, implementation, and guidelines
monitoring.
Verification scheme for detecting unstable learning
Control
behaviours.
theory
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6.3.3

Mapping

6.3.3.1

Mapping of method code and challenge code

Based on the data extraction of Table 18 and Table 20, we build Figure 12 to connect
our finding. Firstly we connect the method and method code, then we extend the line to
their targeted challenge code. On the other hand, we match the challenge code and
challenge. Finally, we can quickly review the research state of V&V.

Figure 13 The mapping of challenge and method
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Most of the challenge can be solved by specific method, different classifications of
the method can also match different classifications of challenge. From the Figure 13, we
can find that most of the challenges are belong to transparency which related to the
black-box, the challenges can be solved by four different type of methods, but control
theory methods accounted for the largest. Probabilistic methods and process guidelines
are also mainly using to solve these challenges, but formal methods are more used to
solve state-space explosion which challenges are related to the size of the input space.
Test case design matched test specification challenges, and we found that there is no
method type can using to solve requirement specification challenges. This shows during
V&V, engineers pay more attention to solve problems in the testing process, and ensure
the quality of software but pay less attention to requirement problems.
6.3.3.2

Mapping of method/challenge code and publish years

Figure 14 Method and publish year mapping

To ensure the efficiency of the research, we choose articles after 2000, and we found
that the study on V&V method of machine learning has two research peaks. The first
peaks are during 2003 to 2005, there have 13 different kinds of methods be published,
among them, probabilistic methods account for most of them. Probabilistic methods
mainly use the Uncertainty computation, Bayesian analysis, the confidence intervals
approach, it shows the rise attention on these.
The second peaks are during 2015 to 2017, there have 11 different kinds of methods
be published. On this stage, deep learning began to rise and artificial intelligence back
into people's horizons again, therefore different classification of V&V method has lots
of specific research, among them, test case design which appears from 2012 has been
more people to know and studied.
From the timeline we can see that formal methods research is relatively stable,
almost each period has specific research of that, after the first peak, probabilistic method
research becomes less. This shows that at V&V of the software which uses deep learning
contain more comprehensive research.
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Figure 15 Challenge and publish year mapping

Challenge code of V&V has the same distribution of method code, it also has
two peaks which are 2003 to 2005 and 2015 to 2017. However, challenges are
different from the methods which have continuous research progress, challenge
exists obvious interval of them put forward. From 2000 to 2002 and 2006 to 2011,
only a few challenges have been put forward which has no classification, it shows
these stages of machine learning research was in a trough, almost no one has
experimented so there has rarely challenged. However, then with the development
of artificial intelligence, the research of deep learning development is rapid, the
challenges also increased, especially state-space explosion, which no one
encounter during 2000 to 2011.
6.3.3.3

Mapping of method/challenge code and domain

Figure 16 Method and domain mapping

In our literature review, we found that there have one-fifth article that
introduced method or challenge but has no domain. Most of these articles provide a
theory of method but have no experiment for the specified domain, and these
methods mainly belong to formal methods. Automotive, robot and UAV domain
are more likely using test case design and process guidelines method, aerospace
chooses to use control theory and probabilistic methods more frequency, this also
because of that most of article of the aerospace domain are published from 2000 to
2002, which probabilistic method research is in the peak.
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Figure 17 Challenge and domain mapping

V&V challenges of machine learning have appeared in almost all different
domain, this shows that challenges can be various in a different domain, there is
few domain can entirely avoid one kind of challenge. So, no matter in which
domain should ready to adequate to different kinds of challenges.
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7

7.1

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF SURVEY

In this section, we firstly analyze the demographics of questionnaire respondents.
Then we do statistical analysis to questionnaire result. The survey validity threats are
discussed at the end of the section.

Demographics

We prepare a web-based questionnaire for our survey process. The questionnaire is
conducted on Google Docs and sojump.com. We separate the questionnaire link to the
LinkedIn group and China social group. In total, we receive 64 responses and 63
responses answer all the necessary questions. The complete rate of our questionnaire is
98.44%, so the reliability of the questionnaire is excellent according to the guide [80].

7.1.1

Analysis of respondent’s information

In this section, we design several questions concentrate on demographics questions
analysis. These personal information can help us understand their role in the
organization and the area they working and studying.
Question 1 concern the prime work domain of respondents. We define six safetyrelated domains and one other option, through the questionnaire we finally got ten
different area. Among 63 respondents, most of them 24(38.1%) belong to automotive
domain, 11(17.5%) belong to aerospace/aviation domain, 5(7.9%) belong to Railway
applications, 7(11.1%) belong to Process industry, 7(12.7%) belong to
Government/Military, 4(6.3%) respondents don’t give their specific working domain.
As there was no respondent working in healthcare, but some respondents gave their
working domain, 1(1.6%) each from energy, IEC 61508 and Air Automotive, DO-254
and EN13849. The result can be found in Figure 18.

Figure 18 Working domain of respondents

Question 2 concentrate on the geographical region of respondents since that
different area people has different idea. We identified six continents on the earth when
preparing the survey. Among 63 respondents, because the questionnaire was first sent
to some organizations which in Europe, most of the respondents are from Europe,
40(63.5%) come from Europe, 7(11.1%) come from North America, 14(22.2%) come
from Asia, 1 each from Africa and Oceania and no one come from South America. The
result is specified in Figure 19.
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Figure 19 Working area of respondents

Question 3 concern the current role of respondents. We identified nine common
roles in industry or study and one free text for someone working as other role, finally,
we got 13 different content, which shows that V&V on machine learning or criticalsafety component is concentrated on most of different people’s eyes. Among 46
respondents, 16(34.8%) working as System view/architecture, 8(17.4%) working as
Product development, 5(10.9%) working as Quality assurance/system testing, 6(13%)
has not working but still in research on this area, 3(6.5%) working as Product planning,
2(4.3%) working as End-user perspective, 1(2.2%) each working or studying as
Functional study, Consultant in engineering management and methodology, R&D Line
Manager, commissioning of railway signaling systems, Strategic management,
Operational management. The result is specified in Figure 20.

Figure 20 Working role of respondents

Question 4 was mainly asked respondents to assess their knowledge of machine
learning on a scale of 1 to 6 to indicate them as don’t know, Fundamental awareness,
Novice, Intermediate, Advanced and Expert. Among 63 respondents, most of
respondents 28(44.4 %) has Fundamental awareness, 11(17.5 %) is novice, 6(9.5 %) can
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usually apply ML independently, 5(7.9 %) is advanced, 4(6.3%) is expert in machine
learning and only 9(14.3 %) don’t know machine learning before. From the result we
found that most of the respondents just have a general understanding of basic machine
learning concepts, only few expert this area, it also shows the side that machine learning
still needs more research. The result is specified in Figure 21.

Figure 21 Machine learning knowledge of respondents

7.2

General thoughts on machine learning and functional
safety

In this chapter, we would like to survey how respondents realize their general
thoughts on machine learning and functional safety.

7.2.1

The importance of applying machine learning in safety-critical
applications

Question 5 concern the importance of applying machine learning in safety-critical
applications and the Figure 22 shows the results. There are 27(42.86%) respondents
strongly agree on the question. 10(24.4%) respondents select the score 4, this means that
they accept the question in a certain degree. Another 10(24.4%) respondents mark 3,
they may hold they opinions on this question or just can decide the choice. 3(7.2%)
respondents select score 2 and another 3(7.2%) respondents select 1, they believe that it
is not essential to apply machine learning in safety-critical applications in their
organization.

Figure 22 Being able to apply machine learning in safety-critical
applications will be critical to my organization in the future
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Figure 23 shows the relationship between the respondents’ domain and the answer.
The left side is the respondent’s domain and the right side represent their answer. From
the figure, we can find that the most respondents from the aerospace/aviation and
automotive domain choose the option 3,4 and 5. This means that they believe that apply
machine learning will be critical in the safety-critical application in their organization in
the future. The respondents from the EN13849 and railway applications vote the 1 and
2. This means that they do not think it is essential in their organization. The respondents
from government/military and process industry perform the polarization. Some believe
that it will be essential but the others do not think so.

Figure 23 The relationship between respondents' domain and importance
Figure 24 shows the relationship between respondents’ role and the importance.
From the figure we can find that most roles(system view/architecture, strategic
management, research, product planning, consultant in engineering management and
methodology, functional safety, operational management) perform the positive tendency
to the question. However, R&D line manager and commissioning of railway signalling
systems agree less on this question. About half product development respondents agree
on the question, but there are also some product developers oppose the question or hold
their opinions. Respondents who are quality assurance/system testing also perform the
differentiation, half of them oppose the question and another half agree in certain degree.

Figure 24 The relationship between respondent's role and importance
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Figure 25 shows the relationship between proficiency and the importance.
Respondents who have no machine learning knowledge agree less in this question, most
of them choose the middle option, this may because they have no much concept of
machine learning and are hard to evaluate it. Respondents who have the fundamental
awareness show the significant divergence on this question. About half of them support
the idea and others opposite the idea or hold the opinion. Respondents who are novice
also show the divergence, half of them strong agree on the idea. Most intermediate,
advanced and all the expert respondents strongly agree on the question. In general, there
is a tendency that the more knowledge one has, the more critical he believe in applying
machine learning safety-critical application in his organization.

Figure 25 The relation between proficiency and importance

7.2.2

The challenge degree of feature verification and validation

Question 6 asked respondents to see if the verification and validation of machine
learning are recognized as a particularly challenging area in their organization. Figure
26 shows the result of this question. There are 28(44.44%) respondents vote option
5(strongly agree and 13(20.63%) vote option 4. 15(23.81%) respondents choose 3 and
6 respondents choose 2. Moreover, only 1(2.4%) respondent select the score 1(strongly
disagree)
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Figure 26 V&V of features that rely on machine learning is recognized
as a particularly challenging area in my organization.
Figure 27 shows the relationship between respondents domain and the challenge
degree. Respondents who from DO-254, IEC 61508 and air automotive domain,
aerospace/aviation, automotive and “other” domain believe it is challengeable to verify
and valid features that rely on machine learning. All of them score 3 or high. A
respondent from EN13849 vote 2 and disagree the question. A respondent from energy
domain vote 3. Respondents from the government/military, process industry and railway
applications perform the divergence. Some of them agree on the question, but some
disagree the question.

Figure 27 The relationship between respondents’ domain and the challenge
degree
Figure 28 The relationship between respondents' role and the challenge degree
shows the relationship between role and the challenge degree. In the figure, we can find
that respondents who belong to consultant in engineering management and methodology,
end-user perspective, functional safety, operational management and strategic
management score at least 3 points. They believe that it will be challengeable to V&V
machine learning in their organization. R&D manager believes that it is no challengeable
and commissioning of railway signalling systems and “other role” select the middle
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option 3. Respondents from product development, product planning, quality assurance,
research, system view/architecture show specific divergence. However, most of them
mark at least 3 points and only little of them vote 1 or 2. This means that most of them
think it is challengeable and some believe it will be easy to achieve V&V.

Figure 28 The relationship between respondents' role and the challenge degree

Figure 29 shows the relationship between knowledge proficiency and the challenge
degree. Respondents who have no machine learning knowledge choose the option 3
mostly, some of them choose 5 and one choose 2. This may because they do not have a
complete concept of machine learning and make a balanced choice. Most of the
fundamental awareness respondents select 4 and 5 so they believe that it is challengeable.
Nevertheless, there are some fundamental awareness respondents score 2 or 3, they
believe that it will be easier to do the V&V. Novice respondents mostly select 4 and 5,
and only one choose 2. Intermediate have the same tendency with novice respondents,
most choose 5 and only one chooses 1. However, most advanced respondents choose 3
and only one choose 1. Maybe this is because they know much technique than above
respondents, so they believe it is not so challenging. All the expert choose 5, maybe it
is because getting in touch with the limitation of machine learning in their organization.
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Figure 29 The relationship between respondents' knowledge proficiency and the
challenge degree

7.2.3

The prepared degree of verification and validation of safetycritical machine learning

Question 7 asks respondents to evaluate the prepared degree of safety-critical
machine learning V&V in their organization. There are 10(15.87%) respondents vote 1,
20(31.75%) vote 2, 12(19.05%) vote 3, 11(17.46%) vote 4 and 10(15.87%) vote 5.
Figure 30 shows the result.

Figure 30 My organization is well-prepared for a future in which V&V
of safety-critical machine learning is commonplace.
Figure 31 shows the relationship between respondents domain and the above result.
From the figure, we can find that most respondents from aerospace/aviation, EN13849
and railway applications vote 1 and 2 in this question. Some respondents from
aerospace/aviation vote 3, 4 and 5. This means that the prepared degree is different in
this domain and most of the organization in aerospace/aviation have not been well
prepared for the V&V. The respondents from energy domain vote 3. Respondents from
both DO-254 and IEC 61508 vote 4 and this means that their organization have been
prepared in certain degree. Respondents from the automotive domain perform the huge
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divergence, about one third agree, one third disagree and another vote the middle option.
Process industry and government/military respondents also perform the divergence,
about half agree the question and half disagree. The respondents from “other” domain
vote 1 much.

Figure 31 The relationship between respondents' domain and prepared degree

Figure 32 shows the relationship between respondents’ role and the result of question
7. From the figure, we can find that respondent from product planning, consultant in
engineering management and methodology, operational management, R&D line
manager, the commission of railway signalling systems and “other” domain disagree the
question. They all believe that their organization have not been well prepared.
Functional safety respondents vote 3 and strategic management mainly agrees the
question. Most end-user perspective vote 1 and 2, and another vote 4. About half product
development respondents agree the question and another half disagree the question.
Most research respondents vote 3, it is hard for them to talk about this. About two-thirds
quality assurance/system testing vote 1 and 2, and another one-third vote 3 and 4. System
view/architecture respondents show the different choice. However, most of them choose
to vote 2, 3 and 4, this means that we do not think their organizations are well prepared
and not well prepared, maybe most of their organizations are preparing for that.
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Figure 32 The relationship between respondents' domain and prepared degree

Figure 33 shows the relationship between knowledge proficiency and the result of
question 7. Respondents who have no machine learning knowledge have a different
choice. Mostly they believe that their organization have not been prepared and the others
agree on the question. Fundamental awareness respondents also show the different
opinions. Some agree the question and the other disagree. Maybe it is because it is hard
for them to evaluate the prepared degree based on their knowledge. Novice respondents
also perform the same phenomenon. About half intermediate respondents vote 2 and the
others vote 4 and 5. Most advanced respondents vote 5, and the others vote 1 and 3.
Moreover, the expert respondents also show the same phenomenon, half vote 5 and
another half vote 2 and 3. There are two phenomena here. One is that the respondents
who have low machine learning proficiency are more likely to vote 2-4, this may because
their knowledge limits their ability to evaluate their organization. Another phenomenon
is about the respondents who have much machine learning knowledge, half of them
agree the question and another half disagree or vote option 3. This may reflect a truth
that only half organisation have been prepared for the V&V machine learning in the
future.

Figure 33 The relationship between respondents' knowledge proficiency and
prepared degree

7.3

Thoughts on challenges and solutions from the
literature

7.3.1

The importance degree of defined challenge

Question 8 asked respondents to rate the importance degree of defined challenge
types. We set 5 level options and one ‘I don’t know’ option. Table 21 and Figure 34
show the result of this question.

Table 21 The summary of challenge type importance degree

State-space
explosion

Not at all Slightly
important
important
5(7.94%)
0(0%)

Somewhat
important
11(11.74%)

Moderately
important
14(22.22%)

Extremely
important
23(36.51%)
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I don’t know
10(15.87%)

Robustness
Systems
engineering
Transparency
Requirements
specification
Adversarial
attacks
Test
specification

2(3.17%)
2(3.17%)

1(1.59%)
1(1.59%)

8(12.70%)
12(19.05%)

10(15.87%)
19(30.16%)

36(57.14%)
24(38.10%)

6(9.52%)
5(7.94%)

1(1.59%)
1(1.59%)

1(1.59%)
6(9.52%)

11(17.46%)
10(15.87%)

16(25.40%)
18(28.57%)

25(39.68%)
22(34.92%)

9(14.29%)
6(9.52%)

3(4.76%)

7(11.11%)

14(22.22%)

20(31.75%)

11(17.46%)

8(12.70%)

3(4.76%)

2(3.17%)

10(15.87%)

20(31.75%)

20(31.75%)

8(12.70%)

Figure 34 The summary of challenge type
We assume the following point to make convenient for our calculation. The option
“I don’t know” will not be calculated. The point can be seen in Table 22.

Table 22 The point of each importance degree
Option
Not at all important
Slightly important
Somewhat important
Moderately important
Extremely important

Point
1
2
3
4
5

Here we calculate the median, mean value and variance of each challenge type. The
result can be found in Table 23.

Table 23 The mode, median, mean value and variance of each challenge type

Mode Median Mean value Variance
State-space explosion
5
4
3.94
1.49
Robustness
5
5
4.32
1.03
Systems engineering
5
4
4.03
1.00
Transparency
5
4
4.13
0.88
Requirements specification
5
4
3.74
1.14
Adversarial attacks
4
4
3.27
1.23
Test specification
5
4
3.87
1.18
From the result, we can find that robustness is most concerned challenge type.
Moreover, the adversarial attacks is the most unconcerned challenge type.

7.3.1.1

The relationship between domain, role, proficiency and challenge importance
degree
We conduct detailed calculation of Chi-square test, Cramer’s V and PHI (𝜙)
between domain, role, proficiency and importance. The detailed calculation can be seen
in Appendix D. Because all the Chi-square test request that expected frequency less than
5 shouldn’t more than the 20% of total category, so we can’t analysis the result based
on Chi-square test here.
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Table 24 summarize the Cramer’s V value between domain, role, proficiency and
importance degree. Based on association measures in Table 2, we can find that
respondents role have a stronger association than domain and proficiency. Most value
between role and importance degree is high than 0.400, which means that there is
relative strong association between them. Domain and proficiency have the moderate
association with the importance degree.

Table 24 The Cramer's V value between domain, role, proficiency and
challenge importance degree

Cramer’s V
State-space explosion
Robustness
System engineering
Transparency
Requirements specification
Adversarial attack
Test specification

7.3.2

Domain
0.384
0.405
0.400
0.390
0.380
0.333
0.343

Role
0.485
0.495
0.379
0.463
0.454
0.419
0.410

Proficiency
0.299
0.296
0.240
0.321
0.274
0.339
0.289

The importance degree of defined solutions

Question 9 asked respondents to rate the promising degree of defined methods. We
set 5 level options and one ‘I don’t know’ option. Table 25 and Figure 35 show the
result of this question.

Table 25 The summary of solution promising degree

Not at all Slightly
promising promisin
g
5(7.94%) 7(11.11%
)
2(3.17%) 7(11.11%
)
5(7.94%) 5(7.94%)

Formal
methods
Control
theory
Probabil
istic
methods
Simulat 2(3.17%)
ed test
cases
Process 2(3.17%)
guidelin
es

Somewhat
promising

Moderately
promising

Extremely
promising

I
don’t
know

13(20.63%)

18(28.57%)

13(20.63%)

7(11.11%)

13(20.63%)

17(26.98%)

13(20.63%)

11(17.46%)

17(26.98%)

15(23.81%)

11(17.46
%)
10(15.87
%)

2(3.17%)

11(17.46%)

19(30.16%)

22(34.92%)

7(11.11%)

7(11.11%
)

15(23.81%)

18(28.57%)

15(23.81%)

6(9.52%)
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Figure 35 The summary of solution promising degree
We assume the following point to make convenient for our calculation. The option
“I don’t know” will not be calculated. The point can be seen in Table

Table 26the point of each solution degree

Option
Point
Not at all promising
1
Slightly promising
2
Somewhat promising 3
Moderately promising 4
Extremely promising 5
Here we calculate the median, mean value and variance of each challenge type. The
result can be found in Table 27.

Table 27 The mode, median, mean value and variance of each solution type

Mode Median Mean value Variance
Formal methods
4
4
3.48
1.50
Control theory
4
4
3.62
1.24
Probabilistic methods
4
4
3.60
1.56
Simulated test cases
5
4
4.02
1.05
Process guidelines
4
4
3.65
1.21
From the result, we can find that the simulated test cases are the most promising
solution type. Moreover, the formal methods is the most unpromising solution type, and
this may be because of the unique characteristic of machine learning.

7.3.2.1

The relationship between domain, role, proficiency and solution promising
degree
We conduct detailed calculation of Chi-square test, Cramer’s V and PHI (𝜙)
between domain, role, proficiency and importance. The detailed calculation can be seen
in Appendix D. Because all the Chi-square test request that expected frequency less than
5 shouldn’t more than the 20% of total category, so we can’t analysis the result based
on Chi-square test here.
Table 28 summarise the Cramer’s V value between domain, role, proficiency and
importance degree. Based on association measure in Table 2, we can find that
respondents’ role still has stronger association than domain and proficiency. All the
value between role and promising degree is high than 0.400, which means that there is
relative strong association between them. Domain and proficiency have the moderate
association with the promising degree.

Table 28 The Cramer's V value between domain, role, proficiency and solution
promising degree
Cramer’s V
Formal methods

Domain Role Proficiency
0.400
0.456 0.316
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Control theory
Probabilistic methods
Simulated test cases
Process guidelines

7.4

0.353
0.364
0.384
0.396

0.444
0.415
0.486
0.440

0.305
0.352
0.353
0.320

Comments on mapping solutions and challenges

In the last part of the survey, we present our mapping figure from our literature
review result and ask them to provide the suggestions for the phenomenon. This is an
open-ended question and also require respondents to answer it with specific knowledge
about machine learning, so this is optional. Here we will mention some brilliant and
valuable answers and give some analysis and conclusion.
A system view/architecture engineer from aerospace/aviation domain write that:
“When the outputs of a process are not explicit and deterministic, the burden in
terms of demonstrating that safety will not be compromised becomes excessive”
The safety-critical software requires more safety than other software. Moreover, it
is tough to ensure a stable output of software. So the combination of safety-critical
software and machine learning software should be paid more attention to improve the
safety.
A functional safety engineer from automotive domain mention that:
“I think that there are challenges in V&V, but perhaps not yet sufficiently
highlighted in scientific literature. Some possible explanations:
1) Researchers and pre-series developers are so much occupied and fascinated by
getting the thing running that they don't care enough about verification for safety
2) Safety Standards like ISO 26262 do not allow AI for safety functions anyway and
new Standards (like SOTIF) are still in their preparation phase. So there is simply no
mandatory reference that tells about the if and what and how of safety verification of
such functions
3) Automotive industry in particular relies on (vehicle level) testing for V&V. They
are doing so with brute force (driving millions of miles) and with evolutionary
development (first assistance function, then partially automated, then highly automated).
They do discuss front loading (simulation instead of testing in the final vehicle) to reduce
effort, but almost no research is done regarding correct-by-constuction and formal
proof.
State space explosion is an issue, but primarily regarding the environment situations
and Input variable set. The internal state space of a neural Network cannot be captured
anyway.”
This respondent provided many valuable ideas. The reasons for challenges have not
been sufficiently highlighted in scientific literature can be various. First, developers may
be proud of producing the system and may concern less in safety verification. Second,
the relative standards are still not impeccable. The developers cannot find a good
reference to help to verify and validate the system without the impeccable standard.
Third, the automotive industry requires much field test to ensure the safety, but now
most of the research remain the theory, and the field test is still lacking.
The environment situations and input variable set are still the big problems of
machine learning.
A quality assurance/system testing engineer from railway application domain write
that:
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“i think ml is a brilliant solution if the state space is so complex (different
environmental parameters and possible outcomes) that classic deterministic algorithms
would be too complex to design. for safety-critical applications indeterministc
behaviour is unpopular since root cause analysis for major events is hard to apply.
traceability is the challenge here.”
The complex environment parameters can be both the advantages and disadvantages
of machine learning. On the one hand, we can use the machine learning to deal with the
problems in a complex environment which is hard to implement with the hard code. On
the other hand, the verification and validation of machine learning system in a complex
environment can be a big challenge. The combination of environment variables creates
almost endless test cases and increase the test difficulty. The traceability of machine
learning is a challenge since it is hard to track the decision process.
A researcher from automotive domain says:
“ The question is too complex. I would agree, transparency (e.g. explainability) and
state-space explosion are very important challenges in ML V&V, however, at the
moment I think, the most short-term problems to address are a) steadiness of classifiers
(i.e. small changes in input shall not lead to big changes in classification) and b)
uncertainty of sensor values and incompleteness of sensor models.”
The author of respondent state two short-term problems: the steadiness of classifiers
and incomplete sensor models. Because of the complexity of machine learning, any
small changes may affect the classification. If a small change in input does not lead to
significant changes in classification, the test environments and test cases can be
simplified to a certain degree. Moreover, the development of sensor and sensor models
can bring accurate data to the system and improve the system ability.
Another researcher from process industry writes:
“Difficult to say. I think the biggest challenge in my field will be a knowledge
disparity regarding ML between industries and legislating authorities ("We can see that
this system works well in all these simulations, but you can't use it until you can -provethat it will always work")”
Another challenge comes from the legislating authorities. There is a delay between
the development and be accepted. This delay may lower the development efficiency.
A researcher from automotive write:
“In large systems its inherit that the state-space explosion lead to problems with
test/verification-coverage. Coupled with the "extreme" requirements posed by fusa make
state-space thinking less interesting. On the other hand, this might also lead to increased
importance of transparency, understanding of how decisions are made.”
The state-space explosion suffers the large systems. An automated driving system
involves much complex environment variables suffer more from the state-space
explosion. How to increase the transparency can be a big challenge now. By
understanding how decisions are made, we can easily optimise the verification and
validation.

7.5

Survey validity threats

We identify four types of threats here and use Cook and Campbell’s work [70] as
our checklist.

7.5.1

Conclusion validity

One possible threat can be random irrelevancies in an experimental setting. This
means that our survey results can be influenced by external random settings. Potential
respondents from Europe may be on vacation during the summer months, but
respondents from Asia often have no particular vacation period. This may lead to a
higher answer rate in Asia and reduced answer rate in Europe. To overcome this threat,
we extended the data collection period of the survey time and kept distributing the
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answer link in summer. Thus, potential respondents on summer vacation should have
had enough time to respond to our survey.

7.5.2

Internal validity

7.5.3

Construct validity

7.5.4

External validity

Poor instrumentation can be an internal validity threat of our survey. A poorly
designed survey will likely decrease the response rate. We use established Likert scales
to help respondents understand our questions. We also designed an open-ended question
to collect rich opinions from the respondents. Our supervisors reviewed the questions
before distribution, which reduced errors in the survey.
Evaluation apprehension is a construct threat to our survey. The respondents may
be afraid of being evaluated based on their answer, so they may modify their answers
accordingly. In our survey, we mentioned that the collected data would only be analyzed
in our research. This helped the respondents to be at ease and answer the survey with
their real status and thoughts.
Another threat is the experimenter expectancies. The experimenters can influence
the result of the study both consciously and unconsciously based on their expectation
and experience. To reduce the threat, we asked our supervisors to review our survey
design and analysis. Their recommendations improved the validity of our work.

Interaction of selection and treatment can be a potential threat to the survey. The
wrong participants can bring errors to our survey. To overcome the threat, we spread
our survey to several specific Linkedin groups and instant messaging groups. In the early
design period, we have joined the groups which are related to our research topic. These
groups are mainly related to artificial intelligence, machine learning, and safety-critical
software, etc. The supervisors also helped to distribute the links to other groups, and this
reduced the threats to external validity.
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8

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

RQ1： What challenges and solution proposals have been highlighted in research on V&V of
safety-critical systems that rely on deep learning machine learning?

Observations from publication trend analysis

Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the results of the publication trends while
Section 6.2 presents the categorization results and rigor and relevance analysis. From the result,
we found that the publication count keeps largely stable. However, there are two peaks
between 2002-2007 and 2013-2016, see Figure 7. The peaks appear to originate in increased
research effort in different domains. The first peak is the development of flight controllers in
the aerospace domain, and the second peak is about autonomous robots, unmanned aerial
vehicles and autonomous vehicles. That means the research peak of software testing for safetycritical systems with machine learning components follow research peaks of other safetycritical systems. As a more mature domain, the amount of literature about the aerospace
domain is larger than other less mature domains, for example robotics. Based on the literature
publication type categories, we note that most papers were published at conferences. This
suggests that the research has rarely matured into journal publications. However, the
automotive domain is an exception as we identified several journal publications. Either the
automotive domain is more mature, or the domain has rather different publication patterns. It
remains an open question what degree of research from the aerospace domain can be directly
transferred to automotive domain and what transformation rules should be followed.

Observations from classification of challenges and solution methods

From the snowballing articles, we classified the challenges and solution methods with the
help of Varshney [81] and Amodei et al. [79] from 64 papers. 21 challenges and 32 solution
methods were analyzed and defined, Table 17 and Table 18 show our challenge classifications
and section 6.3.1 described the classification process in detail. Table 19 and Table 20 show
our classification of solution methods, described in detail in section 6.3.2. Figure 13 connects
identified solution methods and challenges. In section 6.3.3., we also created four maps to
show the connection between solution/challenge classification and publications year and
domain.
From the challenge and solution method classifications, we observe that the state-space
explosion and robustness are the most often reported challenge types. However, most reported
solution methods do not aim at dealing with the robustness problem, they mostly target the
transparency problem. Challenge types like requirements specification and systems
engineering have not been explicitly targeted in previous research. This means that there is a
difference between the challenges reported and the solutions proposed. Researchers have not
developed suitable methods to deal with some of the major challenges. Based on our literature
review, the most reported challenge is state-space explosion and researchers should increase
efforts to deal with it. Transparency challenges do not occur as often in the literature, and it
has already addressed by many methods. Thus, research should maybe focus on the remaining
challenges instead. From Figure 14 and Figure 15, we can easily find that the reported methods
and challenges I have shifted over time. During 2003 to 2005, the reported solution methods
mainly belonged to probabilistic methods. During 2015 to 2017, the challenge type test case
design occurs the most. Similarly, the reported challenge and methods are also different
between these two periods. This indicated that the dominant challenge types change over time,
and the methods need to be flexible. From Figure 16, we observe that different domains report
different testing methods. Furthermore, the automotive domain reports almost all solution
types and this implies that knowledge transfer of testing methods from other domains should
be possible as there already is broad knowledge available in the automotive industry.
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RQ2: To what extent does industry confirm the challenges and solution proposals identified
in RQ1?

Observations from the analysis of survey results regarding respondent’s attitude
of challenges and solutions

The questionnaire result regarding respondents’ attitudes of challenges and solutions can
be found in section 7.3. From the Table 21 and Figure 34, we notice some tendencies. There
is no doubt that robustness is the most important challenge as it received the most “extremely
important”. State-space explosion, systems engineering, transparency and requirements
specification receive certain confirmation. However, it is obvious that adversarial attacks and
test specification are not perceived as critical by the respondents. From Table 23 we observe
a similar result. Based on these data, robustness is the most important challenge type, and the
adversarial attacks is the least important challenge type. However, based on our literature
review, state-space explosion is the most reported challenge in the scientific literature. Thus,
there appears to be a difference between what academia and industry consider important. From
Table 24, we find that the respondents’ role has a stronger association with the challenges than
domain and proficiency. This means that the attitude of respondents regarding challenges is
more influenced by role than by domain and proficiency. We believe that that future research
should further compare how different roles impact the perception of challenges.
From Table 25 and Figure 35, we find that the respondents consider simulated test cases
to be the most promising solution. All other solution proposals receive roughly the ratings:
“moderately important”. Formal methods get the lowest mean value, this means that
respondents believe that formal methods are not particularly suitable for V&V of machine
learning-based systems, perhaps because it is not traditional software. However, formal
methods is the most reported solution based on our literature review. Thus, the literature
review and the industrial survey indicate opposite preferences. We should notice and concern
the difference between theory and practice on this problem. From Table 28, the role is still the
most related attribute to influence the perception of the solution proposals. Again, future
research should explore why the respondents’ roles influence the perception that much.

Analysis from respondent’s comments

In the last part of the questionnaire, we leave an open-ended question to collect
respondents’ comments. This section provides a summary of the findings regarding the open
comments.
There is a gap between practitioners and researchers’ knowledge. Practitioners
understand the challenges and limitations of current methods because they are working on the
frontline. However, researchers often do not know all the practical aspects since they are
working with the topics on daily basis. And this gap causes the different view of the same
object.
The related safety standards are lagging behind the research front. Some standards are
too old to consider machine learning components. Some are too young and are not ready for
the formal release. Many new things are emerging from research and it takes much time to
make or update a standard. Making a new standard is always time-consuming, and hard to
release without defects. Thus, software testers cannot find reliable standards to follow, which
increases the difficulty of testing.
Unlike traditional software, safety-critical machine learning systems have strong
connections with the external environment and collect data from the real world. Reliability of
sensors can be a great challenge here as well as changes in the environment they are operating
in. Modeling all situations that the sensors need to properly respond to is challenging. Some
organizations start to test their system in the final vehicle, and it will bring much more reliable
testing data than simulation. However, it is more costly than the simulation.
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RQ3: How should research and practice proceed in the area of V&V of AD based on deep
learning?

Comparison of SLR and survey regarding challenges and methods to overcome
them

We found that there are some differences and overlaps between the literature review and
the survey results. Both literature and survey respondents agree that robustness is an important
challenge and adversarial attack is not a critical challenge. However, there are divergences
regarding other challenge types. From the literature review, state-space explosion is the most
important challenge but based on the industrial survey result it is a medium important
challenge. Transparency is the second most important according to survey results, however, it
is the secondary least important challenge from the literature. The methods to overcome the
challenges, i.e., the solution proposals, display more 68 differences between the literature and
the survey. Formal methods and probabilistic methods are mentioned the most in the literature
review but receive the least recognition from the survey. Simulated test cases are mentioned
least often in the surveyed literature, however, they are rated the highest by survey respondents.
This shows that there are some differences between theory and practice. Furthermore, our work
shows that the perception of challenges and solution proposals vary with over time, domain
and person. Future work should investigate the context-dependent variation in more depth.

Suggestions from the systematic literature review

The main suggestion from the literature review is to consider the robustness problem and
find more methods to deal with it. Automated driving systems have almost infinite state-space,
so that it is necessary to make sure the system have high robustness. A high robustness
automated driving system increases the reliability and safety of vehicle. Our survey shows that
robustness is the most important challenge, and based on our literature review, there are still
not too many reported methods to solve it. Therefore, there is a need to pay more attention to
robustness in future research.
The second main suggestion is to develop more simulated test cases methods. Based on
our survey result, simulated test cases can be promising well-studied much. Compared to onroad testing, the simulated testing can be cheap and convenient to execute. Simulated testing
can be executed for many times before on-road testing to find early problems. Hence, it will
be beneficial to further develop these methods.
Third, execute more on-road testing. Compared to simulated testing, on-road testing is
more expensive and time-consuming. However, the advantage of on-road testing is that it can
test the whole system in real environments. It is hard to test sensors and other components in
a laboratory. Thus, despite being expensive, executing more on-road testing will bring much
benefit to automotive software testing.
Fourth, take the human aspect into considerations. Humans are not machines and can
have mood swings. Since automated driving is a fresh domain, developers may be too excited
to continue their work after they finished system development. The automotive domain has a
great demand on safety and newly developed safety-critical system should be tested much to
ensure the safety. Therefore, we should consider the human aspect in risk plan.
Fifth, urge governments and related organizations to formulate related regulations and
standards. Testers have a hard time to verify if the system follows the standards if they are
immature or obsolete. With mature standards, not only developers will develop the system
with a reliable reference, but also testers can test the system with a good reference.
Sixth, increase the effort of sensor development. On-road testing is costlier than the
simulation and it relies on sensors particularly. High quality sensors can provide reliable and
accurate data for the system. However, nowadays the development of sensors are immature.
These sensors are badly-behaved in severe environments and vehicles cannot always extreme
conditions. To increase the safety, the development of highly reliable and accurate sensors is
necessary.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

9.1

Conclusion

In this section, we conclude our research and discuss the future work.

This thesis focused on the challenges and V&V techniques for safety-critical
systems based on machine learning. Based on our findings from a literature review and
a survey, we provide suggestions for future work on V&V of automated vehicles based
on deep learning. Our review identified considerable research related to V&V of safetycritical systems that we classified with the help of Varshney [81] and Amodei et al. [79].
The SLR provided much valuable information about the research during the past 20
years and helped to create the questionnaire questions. We found that there are two peaks
of research on V&V of safety-critical systems research, which show how different fields
focused over time. Between 2003 and 2005, most of the research was related to
aerospace, but in recent years, additional domains have explored the topic, in particular
automotive and robotics.
Through an SLR, we identified 21 challenges and 32 solution proposals and we
classified both types inspired by Varshney [81] and Amodei et al. [79]. The challenges
for V&V on machine learning are divided into 7 categories: state-space explosion,
robustness, systems engineering, transparency, requirements specification, adversarial
attacks and test specification. The solution proposals are divided into 5 categories:
formal methods, control theory, probabilistic methods, test case design, and process
guidelines. The identified challenge types cover all challenge types defined by Burton
et al. [54]. Some of our challenge types are also mentioned in the research of Knauss et
al. [55]. These two latest papers validate our findings.
From the classification we found that there are relations between challenges and
solution methods, this means some specific solution proposals can solve specific
challenges related to V&V for safety-critical systems based on machine learning.
Meanwhile, different challenges are reported in different domains of safety-critical
systems. According to that, we verified our hypotheses by a questionnaire-based survey
to identify which challenges were met and which solution methods can be used to
support V&V of automated vehicles.
In the survey, we provided the classification to the respondents and asked them to
grade the importance of both challenges and solutions. From the results of the survey,
we found that several respondents have in-depth knowledge of machine learning. A
Most of the respondents recognize V&V of machine learning-based systems as
important, although they represent different roles and different organizations.
RQ1 and RQ2 had been answered in Section 8 by the data analysis of the literature
review and the survey. We analyzed the data through narrative analysis and statistical
analysis. We were surprised that the robustness is the most concerned challenge from
respondents, 36 (57.14%) respondents regard it as a significant challenge, but in the SLR
it is not identified as a popular target for research, as only 4 papers (19%) mentioned it.
Also in the SLR, the challenge of state-space explosion has the most research attention,
but in the survey only 23 (36.51%) respondents believe it is the most critical challenge.
Adversarial attacks have the least attention with only 11 (17.46%) respondents
considering it as the most important, this result is the same as the result from the SLR.
In the SLR, there is only 1 (4.8%) paper that mentioned it, and literature also presented
a corresponding solution method, so this can be seen as the lowest-threat challenge. For
the solution proposals, simulated test cases have become the most recognized solution
according to the respondents as 22 (34.92%) respondents think it is extremely promising
and only 2 (3.17%) respondents think it is not at all promising. However, in the SLR, it
was not reported by many researchers. Formal methods are the most commonly reported
solution in the SLR. However, most respondents give the least recognition to it. Results
from the open-ended questions provide some useful information. There are differences
between practitioners and researchers because researchers lack the practical knowledge.
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Also, lagging standards limit the developers’ conception and increase the challenge.
Finally, producing perfect sensors which work accurately in all situations is also a major
challenge.
RQ3 had been answered in Section 8. Based on the result of our SLR and the survey,
there are some divergences between researchers and practitioners. Furthermore, our
work shows that the perception of challenges and solution proposals vary over time,
domain and person. Then we provided six suggestions to researchers and practitioners.
We should pay more attention to the robustness challenge since it is the most important
challenge according to practitioners and have few explicit solutions proposals.
Simulated testing also needs to be concerned because practitioners consider it to be the
most promising solution, but it has still not been developed much. Executing more onroad testing can be expensive and time-consuming. However, it brings many benefits to
the whole testing process. Taking human aspects into consideration risks plan. Urging
government and related organizations to improve immature standards would be
worthwhile. Increasing the effort of sensor development can increase the reliability of
sensors, this will bring convenience to the on-road testing and enhance the vehicle safety.
Nowadays, the machine learning domain is developing rapidly, more and more
unknown challenges appear and it is hard to solve these challenges by the solution
methods which are mentioned in the literature. We provide a classification of challenges
and solution methods, which can be used as a foundation for further research on V&V
of safety-critical systems based on machine learning.

9.2

Future work

This thesis mainly identified the challenges and corresponding solution proposals
for V&V on critical-safety system based on machine learning, whereas the results of the
survey are more concerned on grading their importance and feasibility, respectively.
In our research, because of the limitation of the amount of related literature, we do
not research the deep learning based AD system directly, but research the related
machine learning-based safety-critical systems. Due to the increasing amount of body
on deep learning, future research will have a better chance to focus on the challenges
and solutions that are the most important for autonomous driving systems based on deep
learning. We also plan to construct a set of complete V&V processes for autonomous
driving systems.
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APPENDIX

11.1 Appendix A

Survey Questionnaire
Engineering Machine Learning Safety - V&V and Safety Analysis
Dear participants, thanks for attending our survey!

Blekinge Institute of Technology and RISE Research Institutes of Sweden AB are
conducting a survey on engineering safety for machine learning-based systems primarily focusing on challenges and solutions related to verification & validation. We
would greatly appreciate your input on some of the findings from our recent literature
review.
Note that we do not require respondents to this survey to be knowledgeable in
machine learning. We are expecting answers from practitioners all over the spectrum from novices to experts. In other words, we are both interested in respondents that: i)
currently work with machine learning, and ii) work in domains where machine learning
is or will be relevant in the future.
The estimated time needed to complete the survey is 6-7 minutes. All answers will
be handled confidentially and used only for research purposes. If you need further
information, please feel free to contact us at shga13@student.bth.se
Best regards,
Shenjian Gao and Yanwen Tan
Background
From which safety-critical domain do you primarily have experience?
 Aerospace/Aviation (e.g., DO-178C)
 Automotive (e.g., ISO 26262)
 Government/Military (e.g., MIL-STD-882E)
 Healthcare/Medical (e.g., IEC 62304)
 Process industry (e.g., IEC 61511)
 Railway applications (e.g., EN 50128)
 Other
In which geographical region do you primarily work?
 North America
 South America
 Europe
 Africa
 Asia
 Oceania
Which of the following best describes your current role?
 Strategic management (e.g., CTO)
 Product planning (e.g., Product Manager)
 Operational management (e.g., Project Manager)
 System view/architecture
 Product development (e.g., Developer, Team Leader)
 Quality assurance/system testing
 End-user perspective (e.g., Requirements engineer)
 Legal perspective
 Research
 Other
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Please rate your proficiency in machine learning (ML). (Our interpretation of ML
proficiency includes fundamental understanding of ML concepts, analyzing results
from applying ML, and practical ML concerns, e.g., collecting and annotating data)
 Don't know (you possess no ML knowledge)
 Fundamental awareness (you have a general understanding of basic ML
concepts)
 Novice (you are expected to need help when applying ML)
 Intermediate (you can usually apply ML independently)
 Advanced (you are recognized within you immediate organization as "a person
to ask" about ML)
 Expert (you are known as an ML expert)
General thoughts on machine learning and functional safety
System features realized using machine learning differ from traditional software
solutions as they are trained on large sets of data rather than implemented in source
code by human developers. Rigorous verification and validation (V&V) is
fundamental to comply with safety standards. However, few best practices on how
to tackle machine learning V&V have been published.
Based on what you know about machine learning, please indicate your level of
agreement with the following statements.
"Being able to apply machine learning in safety-critical applications will be
important to my organization in the future."

"V&V of features that rely on machine learning is recognized as a particularly
challenging area in my organization."

"My organization is well-prepared for a future in which V&V of safety-critical
machine learning is commonplace."

Challenges and solutions from the literature
We have conducted a systematic literature study on engineering safety for
machine learning-based systems, encompassing 64 papers published between 2000
and 2017 primarily from the aerospace domain (27 papers, 42%) and the automotive
domain (11 papers, 17%). Our particular focus has been on challenges and solutions
related to V&V. Originating in the selected papers, we have identified 7 groups of
challenges and 5 groups of solutions.
In this part of the survey, please help us assess the importance of the individual
groups by providing ratings.
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In your organization, please rate the following groups of challenges related to V&V
for safety-critical systems based on machine learning:

In your organization, please rate how promising you consider the following groups
of solutions to be in supporting V&V for safety-critical systems based on machine
learning:
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Mapping solutions and challenges
Thanks for reaching the final part of the survey! Below is a visualization of some
findings from the literature: how 31 solution proposals to support V&V (to the left)
and 21 challenges (to the right) are organized into groups (referred to as "codes" in
the figure"). Also, the central part of the figure illustrates what challenges the
solutions primarily address.
Our analysis shows that i) although few individual V&V challenges related to
machine learning transparency are highlighted in the literature, it is the challenge
most often addressed by the previous publications' solution proposals. We also find
that ii) the second most addressed challenge in previous work is related to statespace explosion. Are these findings in line with your expectations? If not, please
explain which challenge you think will mainly influence the quality of ML V&V. If
yes, please motivate why you think transparency and state-space explosion will be
the biggest challenge in ML V&V?
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If the picture is not clear enough, you can find a full resolution version here:
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0Bx9U0_Mi7f7wRkVoekJBckNSYlU
Thank you!
You have finished all the questions. We want to extend our deepest gratitude for
your generous contribution! Our project can not be completed without respondents
like yourself.
Finally, is there anything else you would like to add before submitting the survey?
If you would like to receive our final report at the end of the study, please provide
your email address.

11.2 Appendix B

Survey Questionnaire (Chinese version)
机器学习安全性的管理
管理机器学习的安全性——验证和安全性分析
感谢各位参加我们的问卷！
瑞典布莱金厄理工学院和瑞典 RISE 研究机构正在构建一个关于管理基于机
器学习安全性的问卷——主要着重于研究关于软件验证的挑战与措施。我们非
常感谢您能对我们文件检索成果发表意见。
请记住参与我们的问卷不需要精通机器学习领域。我们期待不同类型参与者
的答案——从初学者到专家。另一方面，我们对以下参与者很有兴趣： （1） 直
接从事机器学习领域（2） 工作与机器学习相关或未来会相关。
参与本次问卷预计需要花费 6-7 分钟。所有的回答都将被仔细处理并只用于
研究。如果你需要更多信息，请联系 shga13@student.bth.se
1. 你主要在哪个安全相关领域有经验？ [单选题] [必答题]
○ 航空航天
○ 机动车
○ 政府/军队
○ 安全护理/医药
○ 制造业
○ 铁路
○ 其他 _________________
2. 以下哪个角色最能描述你现在的工作中的角色 [单选题] [必答题]
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○ 战略管理层（例：CTO）
○ 产品规划（例：产品经理）
○ 运作管理（例：项目经理）
○ 系统架构师
○ 产品开发（例：开发者，团队领袖）
○ 质量确保/系统测试
○ 终端用户方向（例：需求工程师）
○ 法律方向
○ 其他 _________________
3. 请评价你对于机器学习的专业程度。（对于机器学习概念的基本理解，对
机器学习的应用） [单选题] [必答题]
○ 不知道（完全不了解机器学习）
○ 基本了解其概念
○ 初学者（当应用机器学习时需要帮助）
○ 中等（可以独立使用机器学习）
○ 高级（顾问级）
○ 专家（你是一个机器学习专家）
机器学习与功能性安全的基本想法
使用机器学习实现的系统功能与传统软件方案并不相同，他们不由开发者的
源代码实现，而是由大量数据所训练出来的。严格的验证是遵从安全标准的基
本。然而，很少有完美的验证机器学习的文献。
基于你对机器学习的理解，请标明你对以下语句的赞同程度
4. 在未来，在安全相关领域中应用机器学习对于我是重要的。 [单选题] [必
答题]
非常不同意 ○ 1
○2
○3
○4
○
5 强烈同意
5. 对于我来说，基于机器学习的功能的验证是一个很有挑战的领域。 [单选
题] [必答题]
非常不同意 ○ 1
○2
○3
○4
○
5 强烈同意
6. 我已经准备好在未来如何验证安全相关的机器学习 [单选题] [必答题]
非常不同意 ○ 1
○2
○3
○4
○
5 强烈同意
文献检索中的挑战与措施
我们已经构建了一个管理基于机器学习系统安全性的文献检索，包含了 64 篇
出版日期自 2000-2017 的文献。其中 27 篇（42%）来自航空领域，11 篇（17%）
来自机动车领域。我们尤其关注验证的挑战以及应对措施。
在问卷的这个部分，请帮助我们评价不同分类的重要性

7. 请评价以下基于机器学习的安全相关系统验证中所带来的挑战 [矩阵量表题] [必答题]
一点也不重
一定程度重
轻微重要
中等重要 极度重要 我不知道
要
要
状态空间剧增
（关于可能输入域
○
○
○
○
○
○
范围的挑战）
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鲁棒性（确保系
统能投应对环境的
变化）
系统工程（系统
级的挑战，例如）
透明度（限制机
器学习分析的相关
问题，例如在测试
与认证过程中）
需求说明（机器
学习组件阐述和撰
写需求上的困难）
对抗性攻击（针
对机器学习系统的
刻意攻击）
测试说明（为不
确定的输出结果设
计测试用例的挑
战）

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

8. 请评价以下措施支持基于机器学习的安全相关系统验证的有利程度 [矩阵量表题] [必答题]
一点也不有
一定程度上
轻微有利
中等有利 极度有利 我不知道
利
有利
正式方法（用数
学方法来证明一些
规范，例如模型检
○
○
○
○
○
○
查和满足模块理
论）
控制理论（基于
自动控制和自适应
系统理论的方法，
○
○
○
○
○
○
例如李雅普诺夫稳
定性）
概率方法（不确
定性计算的方法，
○
○
○
○
○
○
例如贝叶斯分析和
相信区间）
模拟测试用例
（用于在模拟中穿
件测试用例的方
○
○
○
○
○
○
法，例如遗传算法
和程序生成）
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进程参考（建议
和框架，例如测试
数据的收集或机器
学习的测试策略）

○

○

○

○

○

○

9. 连接措施与挑战 感谢来到问卷的最终部分！以下我们从文献中一些发现的
可视化：从左至右分别是验证方法，验证方法的种类，挑战的种类，挑战。 我
们的分析显示了：（1） 虽然一些关于透明度的验证挑战在文献中被突出，然而
这最具挑战性的挑战也常常被之前文献所提到的方法解决。 我们同时也发现了：
（2） 第二多的挑战是状态空间爆炸。 这些发现和你的想法相同吗？如果不，请
说说你认为的最影响机器学习验证质量的挑战。如果相同，请说说为什么你会
认为透明度和状态空间爆炸是机器学习验证中最大的挑战 [填空题]
_________________________________
10. 感谢！
您已经完成了所有的问题。我们对您慷慨的贡献表示感激！没有像您这样的
参与者，我们的项目将不能完成。
在提交问卷前，你还有什么想要说的吗？
[填空题]
_________________________________
11. 如果你想要收到我们的最终报告，请提供你的电子邮箱地址。 [填空题]
_________________________________
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11.3 Appendix C
Rigor and relevance

Paper ID

Rigor Sum

Relevance Sum

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

2.5
2
1.5
2.5
1.5
1
2
2.5
1
3
2.5
2.5
2
2
2
2
2.5
1.5
2
1.5
3
1.5
2.5
1.5
1
1
3
2.5
1
1.5
2.5
2
2
1.5
1.5
2.5
1
1
3
2.5
2
2.5
0.5
2

4
3
2
4
3
2
3
4
3
4
3
2
3
1
2
2
4
2
2
2
3
2
4
2
2
2
4
2
3
2
3
1
2
1
2
3
1
3
3
3
3
4
3
2
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45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

2.5
1.5
2.5
2
3
2
2
2.5
2.5
1.5
1.5
2
2
2.5
2
1.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
1.5

3
2
3
3
2
2
4
3
2
3
1
3
4
2
3
2
2
4
3
1
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11.4 Appendix D
Calculation process

11.4.1 The counting process of challenge importance degree
11.4.1.1 State-space explosion
11.4.1.1.1 State-space explosion VS domain
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11.4.1.1.2 State-explosion VS role

86

11.4.1.1.3 State-explosion VS proficiency

87

11.4.1.2 Robustness
11.4.1.2.1 Robustness VS domain

88

11.4.1.2.2 Robustness VS role

89

11.4.1.2.3 Robustness VS proficiency

90

11.4.1.3 System engineering
11.4.1.3.1 System engineering VS domain

91

11.4.1.3.2 System engineering VS role

92

11.4.1.3.3 System engineering VS proficiency

93

11.4.1.4 Transparency
11.4.1.4.1 Transparency VS domain

94

11.4.1.4.2 Transparency VS role

95

11.4.1.4.3 Transparency VS proficiency

96

11.4.1.5 Requirements specification
11.4.1.5.1 Requirements specification VS domain

97

11.4.1.5.2 Requirements specification VS role

98

11.4.1.5.3 Requirements specification VS proficiency

99

11.4.1.6 Adversarial attacks
11.4.1.6.1 Adversarial attacks VS domain

100

11.4.1.6.2 Adversarial attacks VS role

101

11.4.1.6.3 Adversarial attacks VS proficiency

102

11.4.1.7 Test specification
11.4.1.7.1 Test specification VS domain

103

11.4.1.7.2 Test specification VS role

104

11.4.1.7.3 Test specification VS proficiency

105

11.4.2 The counting process of solution promising degree
11.4.2.1 Formal methods
11.4.2.1.1 Formal methods VS domain

106

11.4.2.1.2 Formal methods VS role

107

11.4.2.1.3 Formal methods VS proficiency

108

11.4.2.2 Control theory
11.4.2.2.1 Control methods VS domain

109

11.4.2.2.2 Control methods VS role

110

11.4.2.2.3 Control methods VS proficiency

111

11.4.2.3 Probabilistic methods
11.4.2.3.1 Probabilistic methods VS domain

112

11.4.2.3.2 Probabilistic methods VS role

113

11.4.2.3.3 Probabilistic methods VS proficiency

114

11.4.2.4 Simulated test cases
11.4.2.4.1 Simulated test cases VS domain

115

11.4.2.4.2 Simulated test cases VS role

116

11.4.2.4.3 Simulated test cases VS proficiency

117

11.4.2.5 Process guidelines
11.4.2.5.1 Process guidelines VS domain

118

11.4.2.5.2 Process guidelines VS role

119

11.4.2.5.3 Process guidelines VS proficiency
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